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As we prepare for publication of this issue we
have “stopped the press” to provide focus on the
current headline story. Even as tensions have
risen on the global geopolitical stage the planet
herself is releasing pressure and the timing is
probably not just “coincidental”.
Our recent attention to the writings of Tom
Bearden relating to scalar energy interferometers
along with the recent recognition of a formal
alliance in opposition to U.S. hegemony and
bankster imperialism underscore the likelihood that
there is a lot more going on behind the scenes than
that which is presented.
At last report, the magnitude has been
upgraded to 9.0 (from 8.5 initially) and the death
toll is estimated to be in excess of 11,300 with
tsunamis affecting coastlines even as far away as
Africa. The huge quake occurred along a 1,000Km stretch of fault line with the epicenter in
Sumatra.
[Quoting from an Associated Press article
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entitled “Tidal Waves Kill More Than 3,900 in
Asia” (by Lely T. Djuhari, 12/26/04):]
“All the planet is vibrating” from the quake,
said Enzo Boschi, the head of Italy’s National
Geophysics Institute. …Boschi said the quake
even disturbed the Earth’s rotation.
The Indonesian quake struck just three days after
an 8.1 quake struck the ocean floor between Australia
and Antarctica, causing buildings to shake hundreds of
miles away…
[END QUOTING]
A Reuters article contained the following,
possibly revealing quote: “I heard an eerie sound
that I have never heard before. It was a high
pitched sound followed by a deafening roar,” said
a 55-year-old Indian fishermen who gave his name
as Chellappa. “I told everyone to run for their
life.”
Antarctica has been in the news recently
regarding the launching of special “weather
balloons” (?) to measure incoming cosmic
radiation. Readers should
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keep in mind that a certain cosmic visitor is
approaching from the south (and you might want
to look up the significance of Antarctica as
referenced in the Phoenix Journal, Skeletons in the
Closet) as we direct your attention to the next two
articles dealing with “unknown energy surges”.
[QUOTING:]
UNKNOWN ENERGY SURGES CONTINUE TO HIT
PLANET, GLOBAL WEATHER SYSTEMS IN CHAOS
By Sorcha Faal, 12/22/04
As reported to the Russian Academy of Sciences
An increasingly panicked global effort is now
underway by the world’s top scientists to understand
an unprecedented series of “blasts”, energy surges,
which the planet has been taking from an as yet
unknown source which has been bombarding
Antarctica with cosmic rays and disrupting Northern
Hemisphere weather systems on a global scale.
The first of these cosmic ray blasts occurred
nearly 5 years ago and have been increasing in their
(Continued on page 2)
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frequency and intensity since the end of November.
The once normally darkened skies of the Northern
Hemisphere’s Arctic regions are now in twilight due
to these blasts. Wayne Davidson, from the Canadian
Government’s weather station at Resolute Bay, located
in the Arctic Circle, says about this mysterious lighting,
“The entire horizon is raised like magic, like the
hand of God is bringing it up.”
On December 1, 2004 the largest recorded blast
sent not only shockwaves through the world scientific
community but also through the Northern Hemisphere
resulting in one of the largest weather events in
recorded human history when 86,800 square miles of
China was shrouded in fog, bringing transportation
systems (especially air travel) to a virtual standstill
throughout the country. [We are unable to come up
with independent corroboration of this specific
phenomenon at this time but please see the article,
“Noon Turns to Night As Cloud Blacks Out Sun”
at the end of this piece for yet another indication
of scalar-energy manipulation in China.]
As reported by the BBC in [an] article from
October, 2002, “German scientists have found a
significant piece of evidence linking cosmic rays to
climate change. They have detected charged
particle clusters in the lower atmosphere that were
probably caused by the space radiation. They say
the clusters can lead to the condensed nuclei which
form into dense clouds.”
These German scientists from the from the Max
Planck Institute of Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg go
on to say that their measurements “have for the first
time detected in the upper troposphere large
positive ions with mass numbers up to 2500”, and
“Our observations provide strong evidence for the
ion-mediated formation and growth of aerosol
particles in the upper troposphere.”
What they hadn’t expected to happen though has
been the large scale occurrences of this over the past
few weeks, to include China on December 2nd and
14th and then India on the 21st, which is due to both
China’s and India’s reliance on fossil fuels and the
continuing degradation of their air quality.
The effects of these blasts have also been felt
throughout the rest of the Northern Hemisphere
resulting in such freak occurrences as, hurricane force
winds in Paris, Germany, Canada, Russia, England and
the United States on an almost simultaneous basis.
Accompanying these hurricane-force winter winds
have been the massive cold fronts following them
dropping normal winter lows to record lows throughout
the entire Northern Hemisphere.
Though not yet at a point to acknowledge this
publicly, some of the world’s top scientists are
beginning to see an astrophysical correlation between
these cosmic ray blasts to our planet and an ever
increasing number of global events relating to
atmospheric explosions of inbound meteors, such as
those in Indonesia, where a meteorite was picked up
by their Air Forces radar, China, where a meteorite
explosion turned ‘night into day’ and Washington
D.C. where one police official stated, “It looked like
a ball of fire falling out of the sky.” [Readers
might recall Commander Soltec’s statement that
meteors are attracted to areas prone to
earthquakes.]
The world’s top scientists have begun coordinating
with Dr. Eun-Suk Seo from the United States
University of Maryland, and her team, in a ‘search’

for answers to the origin of these cosmic ray blasts
directed from an unknown origin in space towards
the South Pole and disrupting our global weather
systems.
Under Dr. Eun-Suk Seo her and her international
team’s direction NASA launched a stratospheric
balloon on December 20th from Antarctica’s McMurdo
base and have stated, “The balloon, following
circulation of winds high, will sail around the ice
continent for about three weeks. During this time,
data of great scientific interest will be gathered.
These data concern flows of charged particles of
highest energy (cosmic rays) coming from Space.”
But as one Russian scientist said to us, and who
wished to remain anonymous, “Why this game? We all
know what’s happening.” an apparent reference to the
fact though these events are well known to both world
governments and the scientific establishments they are
beyond the understanding of the general public at large.
Whatever the end results these experiments reveal
for these scientists, it remains an undisputed fact that
this world of ours is facing a type of global cataclysmic
event buried in our common geological past, and
maybe, as some social scientists report, in our common
ancestral memory also.
UNKNOWN ENERGY SURGES CONTINUE TO HIT
PLANET CAUSING MASSIVE EARTHQUAKES IN
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERIC REGIONS
By Sorcha Faal, 12/26/04
As reported to the Russian Academy of Sciences
As the world’s most powerful earthquake in 40
years rocked northern Indonesia on Sunday with a
magnitude 8.9 trembler, and with tidal waves hitting
villages all across Asia, one has to wonder if there is
a correlation between this event and the continuing
energy surges hitting the planet at the Southern
Hemisphere.
In my December 22nd report to you, Unknown
Energy Surges Continue to Hit Planet, Global Weather
Systems in Chaos, I explored the relationship between
these unprecedented series of ‘blasts’, energy surges,
and the massive low pressure systems that have
descended upon the Northern Hemisphere causing
massive global weather chaos.
These continued ‘blasts’ are now coinciding with
an increasing amount of earthquake activity in the
Southern Hemisphere to include: India, Indonesia and
the ocean areas around the continent of Antarctica.
Two of these earthquake events have been recorded
at over 8.0 magnitudes.
A correlation has been made between these
events by Yu, Z. D. with the Hubei Research Inst. of
Environmental Protection, Wuhan, China, and as
detailed in his report, Strong earthquakes, novae and
cosmic ray environment.
“A great many
earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and over occurred
in the 13th month after two of the largest ground
level solar cosmic ray events”, Dr. Yu states, and
though his time scale does not match these present
circumstances, neither do these continuing mysteries
‘blasts’.
It has further been shown by Drs. L. Kh.
Shatashvili, D. I. Sikharulidze, and N. G. Khazaradze,
all associated with Geophysical Institute, Tbilisi,
Georgia, and as detailed in their report titled, Dynamics
of changes in the IMF sector structure in the vicinity
of the Earth and the problem of earthquakes, that:
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“It is shown that, of all cosmophysical
phenomena which are directly or indirectly
associated with large destructive earthquakes, the
most powerful stimulating factor is crossing of the
neutral current sheet of the interplanetary magnetic
field by the Earth. This hypothesis is supported by
the results obtained by analyzing a large number of
histograms—the distributions of crossings of the
IMF neutral sheet by the Earth with respect to
large destructive earthquakes with a magnitude
6.0 for the period 1958-1988.”
Many questions relating to these immediate and
unfolding events in our Southern Hemisphere remain
unanswered by the world’s scientists, and maybe due
to their not knowing the answers, such as the region
of space these ‘blasts’ are coming from and if many
more are expected.
As I had previously reported too, Dr. Eun-Suk Seo
from the United States University of Maryland and her
international team, working under the direction of
NASA have launched a stratospheric balloon
(December 20th) from Antarctica’s McMurdo base in
a frantic attempt to find answers, but as of now no
findings have been publicly released.
I can think of no other words than ones I have
previously used, to end this report:
Whatever the end results these experiments reveal
for these scientists, it remains an undisputed fact that
this world of ours is facing a type of global cataclysmic
event buried in our common geological past, and
maybe, as some social scientists report, in our common
ancestral memory also.
[END QUOTING]
From time to time there are open indications of
scalar-energy manipulation as revealed by T.E.
Bearden in our currently running series. This is
an appropriate point to integrate a news article
from last month which we did not run at that time
due to lack of space.
[QUOTING:]
NOON TURNS TO NIGHT
AS CLOUD BLACKS OUT SUN
China Daily, 11/12/04
Day turned to night across Shenyang when a freak
cloud formation 8,000 metres deep blanketed the
northeastern city.
For over half-an-hour noon was as black as
midnight. Cars, buses and lorries went someway to
breaking up the darkness.
Tremendous lightning flashes accompanied the
phenomena, reports the website <www.sina.com.cn>.
Convergence of two cloud fronts formed the
8,000-metre-thick connective cloud cluster.
With sky and sun effectively blocked out, visibility
was reduced to near zero, according to an expert from
the provincial capital’s meteorological bureau.
The marvellous spectacle was also reported in
many other areas of Liaoning Province and lasted for
half an hour in some places, he said....
[END QUOTING]
Whether current events are the direct result of
scalar electromagnetic interferometers or the
imminent arrival of “Planet X”—or a combination—
remains to be seen. But BIG things are happening
as we prepare to enter 2005 and move further along
in Year 18 of the transition into God’s New
Millenium.
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Electromagnetic Weapons
& Asymmetrical Warfare

persons were made sick or developed real
diseases. Also, our scientists do not know how to
properly investigate and explain the directly related
Kaznacheyev experiments, nor do they intend to do
so.

By T.E. Bearden (Part Five)

Not comprehending “immune system spreading”
or how it is induced, our medical scientists certainly
have no knowledge of the electromagnetic use of
specific precursor engines for a specific disease—
such as anthrax—to directly induce the disease
in targeted bodies in an entire great area.
Instead of the passive measure of immune system
spreading, the same EM weapons can directly
transport and induce the precursor engines for
developing the anthrax conditions in the bodies in a
large targeted populace—such as the greater
Washington D.C. metropolitan area, which was the
area considered in the referenced Government study
involving a spray anthrax attack.
For example, the exact structural pattern of the
necessary disease induction engines for anthrax
can be directly “gathered” or “recorded” from the
EM emissions of sickened human cells or humans
with anthrax. Such ordinary EM carrier emissions
do contain those specific anthrax EM disease
engines as infolded Whittaker patterns—particularly
in the IR and UV range, and particularly when both
the IR and UV ranges are considered
simultaneously (i.e., when a full harmonic interval of
radiation is considered, and especially when that
harmonic brackets the visible spectrum and the
targeted organism is in the dark so that the “visible
light spectrum” interference is removed). Our
scientific leaders have little or no understanding of
the Kaznacheyev experiments, and most simply are
not interested in understanding them since it would
require thinking in terms of a higher group
symmetry electrodynamics, not the common old
electrical engineering.
Hence they do not even conceive of the result
of “electromagnetic enhancement” of a strike by a
BW agent such as anthrax, or of EM BW, where
the disease itself is induced in the body by the exact
disease engine that pathogens carry, but mostly
without the intervening physical carrier. This
“direct induction of the specific disease condition”
via tailored induction of the appropriate specific EM
disease engines in the bodies of the targeted
populace, is another gigantic force amplifier that
can be either used alone or in conjunction with the
previous force amplifier of spread immune systems.
The U.S. has no defense against it, nor do our
medical science leaders and establishments intend
to develop such defenses.
As a force amplifier, the combination of
immune spreading and EM BW induction of a
single disease can increase the overall
casualties from an anthrax attack by from 5 to
10 times what would be obtained by the basic
anthrax spray attack of physical anthrax spores
alone.
Further, our own physics of the vacuum already
prescribes the basis for precursor engines and their

As we move along with the presentation of
Tom Bearden’s “Electromagnetic Weapons”
(again with full credit and appreciation to both
Mr. Bearden and <www.cheniere.org>, where
readers can avail themselves of the copious
footnote references accompanying this piece),
we encounter yet another powerful deathdealing capability: scalar-energy induction of
diseases. “If you’re not scared, you don’t know
what’s going on.” As Mr. Bearden shows, the
next pandemic, if assisted by this technology,
could result in the deaths of up to two billion
people.
25. A FORCE AMPLIFIER NOT
CONSIDERED BY WESTERN ANALYSTS
By use of scalar interferometry (which the
Yakuza already has and uses) or quantum potential
weapons (which the Yakuza does not have, but the
KGB/FSB does), it is possible to trick the immune
system of each person in the targeted populace
area so that his or her immune system erroneously
“detects” invasion by, say, two dozen different
pathogens at once. This is done by simply placing
the EM “shadow disease engines” or “precursor
engines” for those specific pathogenic conditions
into the bodies in the area.
Given this deliberate stimulation and the
resulting alarming detection, the deceived immune
system desperately spreads its finite assets across
those “detected” two dozen invading pathogens.
The immune system reacts to what it detects, not
necessarily to what is actually occurring. And it
detects the interaction of faint precursor engines for
the specific two dozen diseases, deliberately
radiated into the body and thus interacting with its
cellular mass. Such a “spread” immune system is
then just about totally vulnerable to any real
attack by any normal opportunistic real
pathogen in the area, because it can marshal
few if any additional resources. In a bizarre
way, this is a new form of asymmetric biological
warfare, designed to disable the immune systems of
the targeted populace, dramatically increasing the
effectiveness of the real BW pathogen being
introduced.
In the absence of deliberate BW pathogen
attack, the result of spreading the immune systems
in a targeted area is an extraordinarily heightened
vulnerability of a very weakly radiated populace to
ordinary opportunistic infectious pathogens in the
populace’s environment, to which the humans in that
populace are physically exposed.
There are always such opportunistic pathogens

in one’s environment, but usually the immune
system can handle most of them with a shrug. But
the deceived living body with a spread immune
system will be quickly and easily attacked by
multiple environmental pathogens, unable to
effectively exist, and without the organism’s usual
immune system’s protective resistance. That living
body with its spread immune system will shortly
develop a whole “cocktail” mix of opportunistic
diseases. If the immune spreading intensity is
lowered a bit, then only a percentage of the
persons with the effect will develop the “cocktail
mix of diseases” syndrome. If the immune
spreading is lowered even further, then only those
persons already having additional “immune system
lowering” will be affected.
This “spreading of the immune system” is what
was deliberately done to generate the “Gulf War
Disease” in some of our soldiers in the first Gulf
War. The immune systems of our soldiers in
certain areas—already weakened a bit by multiple
vaccinations—were spread by hostile forces, as a
test to see if our scientists and analysts recognized
what was being done. The immune spreading
signals were deliberately lowered to the point that
none of the French troops—who had refused to
take the mix of vaccinations we administered our
own forces, and which do reduce the ability of the
immune system for some weeks—developed the
“cocktail mix” diseases and syndrome, while some
of the U.S., Canadian, and British forces who did
have lowered immune systems as a result of their
vaccinations did develop the “cocktail mix of
diseases” called the Gulf War Syndrome. The
natives in the area had not had their immune
systems lowered by vaccinations, and so no change
occurred in that populace.
Our scientists did not understand it at all.
They did not understand it then, they do not
understand it to this day, and they will not
understand it tomorrow unless forcibly ordered
to meticulously consider and experimentally
investigate what happens when immune systems
are indeed spread in the fashion being
advanced, and when specific tailoring to select
the targeted populace subset is also used.
Our scientists still have not comprehended the
higher group symmetry electromagnetic mechanisms
by which health and disease changes in personnel
in the U.S. Embassy in Moscow were induced
during several decades of microwave radiation by
the Soviet Union. They do not intend to further try
to understand it, and they have simply buried it. It
does not matter that three U.S. Ambassadors
eventually died as a result, or that hundreds of

26. EM BW: TERRORISM FORCE
AMPLIFIER NOT CONSIDERED BY
ANALYSTS
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use, including their use in induction or augmentation
of disease, or in elimination of disease. Quoting
Aitchison:
“Vacuum polarization, in general, alters
the effective force law. Forces, in quantum
field theory, are understood as being due to
the exchange of virtual quanta... In the case
of QCD and QFD ... a crucial new feature is
that the force-field quanta themselves carry
the ‘charge’ of the force-field, i.e. it is as if
the photon of electromagnetism carried
electromagnetic charge.”
The upper limit of the force amplification (more
simply, the gain) is of course the limit entailed by
the size of the targeted population. The combination
of the two force amplifiers, coupled with the actual
spray attack, can effectively infect and sicken
almost the entire exposed population, with nearly
the entire population becoming casualties and dying.
In a mass casualty situation, the presence of
these force amplifiers will also move the vast
percentage of the stricken casualties to the “Black”
triage category Four. They will thus receive no
treatment, but will just be allowed to die. The use
of the force amplifiers means that a much greater
percentage will be Black and allowed to die under
normal triage rules.
But our own National Institutes of Health
(NIH) and medical science community—and our
own intelligence community in that area—are simply
not interested. Nor have they apparently done even
elementary homework in the area of higher group
symmetry electrodynamics. Most do not even
recognize the term! Nor have they funded any
specific higher group symmetry electrodynamics
research in the area, outside the terribly crippled
electromagnetics and electrical engineering, even
though these disease force amplifier capabilities
of higher group symmetry electrodynamics have
already been repeatedly demonstrated, first by
the KGB against the U.S. Embassy in Moscow in
the former Soviet Union and then by the KGB/
FSB in Russia today.
Sadly, most of our present scientific medical
research is almost a “vast wasteland” as far as any
study of scalar interferometry use in disease
induction or force amplification, the mechanism
used in the decades long EM induction of health
changes and diseases (resulting in the deaths of
three U.S. Ambassadors) in the former U.S.
Embassy in Moscow, during the long so-called
“microwave radiation” of the Embassy, the
spreading of immune systems of a targeted
population, and electromagnetic induction of specific
disease in a targeted populace via the induction of
the specific precursor engine for that specific
disease. Further, our medical scientists’ knowledge
of higher group symmetry electrodynamics appears
to be nil. Worse, the medical science community
appears to have no concern at all over its own total
lack of knowledge in such higher forms of
electrodynamics. Possibly, a part of this
nonchalance is due to the important financial
exchanges between some NIH scientists and
outside industry.
But as a step in the right direction, NIH is now
imposing stricter rules on its scientists with respect
to their consulting to, or employment by, outside

drug companies which in turn are receiving
payments from NIH funding. The agency has even
proposed banning all its scientists from doing any
consulting work with drug companies for a year,
while the agency’s investigations continue. Let us
fervently hope that this cleanup continues, so that
NIH really does again function as an independent
government agency dedicated to the benefit of the
American public, not the big drug companies. At
this point, every little bit helps!
27. EXAMPLE: RELEASE IN THE
POPULACE OF U.S-MADE BW
MYCOPLASMA
Sometimes, there also appears to have been
collusion between the NIH and rather illegal (and
unethical) testing on human citizens without their
consent. As an example, our NIH leaders are still
doing absolutely nothing at all about the modified
mycoplasma BW agent that our own BW
researchers developed in the 1950s to burrow inside
red cells, feed off their hemoglobin shells, and
dramatically decrease the oxygen transport
capability of the red cells in the blood. This
modified BW mycoplasma agent was developed,
then it was thinned by about 2,000 times and
sprayed into the populace and the environment by
combined U.S./Canadian teams in the 1950s in
Canada. It was also sprayed by U.S. agencies in
Florida. These sprayings resulted in passing the
deliberately manufactured serious BW agent into
the mosquito population and thence into the human
population of North America. Indeed, in the
cooperative joint U.S./Canada program, the
modified mycoplasma agent was deliberately
implanted in mosquitoes by the government
researchers, and those mosquitoes were then
released to ascertain the “spread effectiveness” of
the mosquitoes as disease vectors. That’s rather
like firing some machinegun bursts at random into
a very large crowd, to determine the average
pattern of “hits” and “kills”.
As a result, in Canada the present author
personally contracted that specific biological
warfare disease—courtesy of our own BW
scientists and the inane directing officials who
thought that diluting the BW mycoplasma agent
spray rendered the mess safe!—while in the U.S.
Army, living in Quebec, and stationed at the
Canadian Armament Research & Development
Establishment (CARDE) in 1966-68. I survived
only by the Herculean efforts of the French doctors
in Quebec, who opened both the chest cavity and
the abdominal cavity and moved the internal organs
around for about 3 hours, aerating the tissues
thoroughly and unknowingly killing the exposed
surface mycoplasma. After that oxygenation of the
tissues, the mycoplasma already burrowed inside the
red blood cells survived and then went dormant,
slowly increasing over the next three decades.
Left with slowly increasing chronic fatigue
syndrome over the next 33-year period, I even
served a tour in Vietnam and still no one knew what
was wrong. No medical tests or examinations
showed what it was. Then in Spring 2001,
resurgence of the mycoplasma generated runaway
heart fibrillation and a heart attack. When the
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terrorist attack of 9/11 struck a stunned America,
I was struggling to stay alive from the heart attack,
runaway heart fibrillation and significant hypoxia
from my own prior encounter with a “terrorist BW
attack”.
A colleague who checks on me about once a
year then called; he has been in many “deep black”
programs, most of which did not officially exist.
He also has the equivalent of a Ph.D. in
biochemistry. He knew of the mycoplasma BW
agent development program and the mycoplasma
spraying in Florida and Canada. He immediately
recognized that my strange Canadian malady
contracted in 1968 was actually that BW
mycoplasma.
He also told me where to get definitive
information on the web and from Senate hearings,
and voila! The puzzle was solved. Finally a
specific test confirmed the chronic BW mycoplasma
infection in Dec. 2001—after my 33 years of
puzzlement, doubt, and slowly increasing physical
debilitation. The treatment was a year (2002) on
antibiotics, which did annihilate the mycoplasma that
were hiding in the red blood cells. But it did not
and cannot undo the damage already done
throughout my body during those 33 years.
In such case, one has permanent chronic
fatigue, cannot walk very far or stand very long, and
one takes blood thinner for the rest of one’s life to
try to prevent strokes and blood clots. One also
takes medication to try to control the heart
fibrillation and stay alive, in addition to thinning the
blood to hopefully prevent clotting. The eventual
expectation is to go on a pacemaker, then
eventually have another heart attack or stroke,
finishing the process.
The problem is that if one takes the medication
necessary to control the heart fibrillation, it also
reduces the volume of blood pumping, which places
one back in hypoxia, leading to strokes and/or heart
attacks. If one does not take the fibrillation control
medication, one reverts back into hypoxia from the
fibrillation, which leads to strokes and/or heart
attacks. With the usual treatment by wellmeaning heart doctors, one is damned if one
does and damned if one doesn’t. They do not
and will not prescribe remedial oxygen, since they
do not consider mycoplasma to even be involved in
heart problems and attacks.
The only way out of the dilemma is to take the
medicine to defeat the fibrillation, and also take
oxygen to prevent the resulting hypoxia. So I take
remedial oxygen and pay for it on my own volition,
since the heart doctors know nothing of the modified
BW mycoplasma and they do not wish to hear of
it. Nor does one’s insurance company, Medicare,
the Veteran’s Administration, etc. By taking one’s
own remedial oxygen, one remains just barely
above the hypoxia zone, at least until something else
unexpected occurs to make things worse. That
way one remains alive a while longer, perhaps even
for a few more years. Even so, one has acquired
a delayed death sentence just waiting to happen at
any moment. And one remains with severe chronic
fatigue.
Perhaps then it is understandable that the
present author has a very personal interest in that
particular BW mycoplasma disease and that set of
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incidents, and in the continuing gross failure of the
NIH to acquaint heart doctors in the U.S. of that
nefarious program and what happened. Today
there is a direct involvement of this BW-modified
mycoplasma in a significant fraction of heartdisease patients, chronic-fatigue syndrome patients,
etc. Most of the citizens of the U.S. and Canada
already have that BW organism infecting their
bodies, like a ticking time bomb waiting to erupt
perhaps many years later. To this day, very few
hospitals and medical clinics have the very specific
type of mycoplasma test required to test for the
modified BW version.
Apparently the NIH considers any contact on
this problem—or a similar BW problem—a “hot
potato” to be handled by their “policy” section (i.e.,
spin control section). Bluntly put, the attitude often
seems more concerned with political control than
with saving the lives of countless American citizens
who unknowingly continue to be afflicted with that
BW-modified mycoplasma, continue to die of its
complications, or are disabled and their lives
shortened because of it. NIH political orientation
seems to be one of the major shortcomings of the
U.S. in its required defenses against the
biological warfare aspects of asymmetric
warfare. It also appears that the NIH directly
participated and cooperated with the U.S. BW
organizations that developed and unleashed the
BW mycoplasma in the first place. If so, the
misdirected attention of the NIH to cover up will
probably continue, and that will help guarantee
much of the success and increased mass
casualties resulting from professional terrorist
BW strikes against the U.S. populace in the near
future.
Ironically, that nefarious modified mycoplasma
is a strange kind of BW “force amplifier” that the
Soviet BW weapons labs initially developed to
“soften us up”. Eerily, they themselves did not
have to introduce it into the North American
populace. Instead, we ourselves developed it
and—in what has to be some of the most stupid BW
actions of all time—we deliberately unleashed it into
our own environment and against our own North
American populace. In comic relief, one is tempted
to remark that “With friends like that, who needs
enemies!”
28. EFFECTIVE, QUICK MASS-CASUALTY
TREATMENTS WILL NOT BE DEVELOPED BY THE
U.S. MEDICAL RESEARCH AGENCIES
Sadly, in this present asymmetric warfare
problem, we are forced to conclude that the NIH
and the CDC will not be doing the research
necessary to develop adequate response therapies
and means for quick, effective treatment of mass
BW warfare casualties. None of the associated
agencies appears likely to develop anything
innovative in this area, particularly they are not
going to quickly develop a portable higher group
symmetry electromagnetic treatment unit that could
effectively treat and cure most of those millions of
casualties that will result in our cities in the future.
As we mentioned, there is a precursor EM
engine for every disease and every debilitated
condition of the living body. That means there is

also a precursor EM anti-engine that can be
formed, amplified, and introduced into the diseased
patient—and that will reverse the disease condition
in situ and cure the disease. Because the antiengine is electromagnetic and can therefore be
amplified, the treatment period can be reduced to as
low as five minutes of non-ionizing radiation
containing the amplified specific disease engines.
The body’s potentials and fields thus have the antiengines kindled inside them, and after the treatment
is removed, the body’s own “activated” fields and
potentials—at every level—now continue diminishing
and destroying the disease anti-engine, and reversing
the patient’s condition back to normal.
Further, anti-engine patterns for a variety of
expected and known BW agents can be developed
and incorporated into such treatment machines and
the machine can then just be “switched” to the
appropriate anti-engine required to treat the
patient’s BW condition (destroy the patient’s
specific disease anti-engine and reverse the
patient’s condition back to normal).
As a further example of U.S. medical
orientation, in 1998 a close colleague and the
present author tried very hard to get the NIH (and
other federal agencies) to develop a portable unit for
such EM mass-casualty treatment in a crash U.S.
government program, to save millions of lives in the
coming asymmetric warfare debacle. The
mechanism to be used was an EM mechanism for
generating an amplified anti-engine for a specific
BW-induced disease. By radiating the body with
the amplified anti-engine, it overrides the actual
disease engine, eroding away the disease engine
and the disease along with it, and reversing the
physical condition back to normal. Once developed,
this would be a therapy far superior to anything
presently developed or proposed officially and it
could result in saving millions of American lives.
The NIH, DoD, USAF, CDC, and other federal
agencies had not the slightest notion of what we
were talking about and we never got out of the
“policy” section at NIH, even with the assistance of
Congressman Bud Cramer. Not a single scientist
in any of those government agencies even called to
discuss the proposal and its novel physical
mechanism, and apparently none checked the hard
references we cited from the French medical
science literature where the basic mechanism had
been proven.
None of those agencies had the foggiest notion
that the decades-long microwave radiation of the
U.S. Embassy in Moscow already demonstrated the
use of higher group symmetry electrodynamic
“disease engine” signals to directly generate health
changes and diseases at will. They had no concept
of the use of appropriate amplified “antisignals” to
reverse and cure illnesses, or that an extended EM
can be developed to either induce or cure specific
diseases to order as one desires.
They certainly do not comprehend the higher
group symmetry operation of the human cellular
regenerative system—which is responsible for the
body’s healing—and have not gone much further
than Becker’s brilliant seminal studies of that
system. Unfortunately, Becker’s work was limited
by his use only of U(1) electrodynamics. Even so,
he almost deciphered the control operation of the
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cellular regenerative system. Otherwise, Becker
would have had the “anti-engine” EM healing
process then and there. His EM healing method for
otherwise intractable bone fractures survived and is
still utilized in some hospitals from time to time.
To show what simple potential (voltage) across
an otherwise intractable fracture can do, it affects
the red cells that arrive, reconverting those red cells
to a suitable “precursor” cell (more primitive, earlier
cell). The cell shucks its hemoglobin and grows a
nucleus—this is dedifferentiation, and it is
generated by the appositive longitudinal Whittaker
waves—that constitute the voltage—acting as
“pump waves” in the nonlinear optical sense. The
pumped bone fracture site has thus become a
pumped phase conjugate mirror site, with the
input or “signal wave” being the specific physical
disorder’s “engine”.
In accord with nonlinear optical pumping theory,
the energy of the pumping waves then establishes
an amplified “anti-engine” or “phase conjugate
replica” signal. This amplified signal (anti-engine)
will then quickly reverse the entire physical red
blood cell back along its past travel through time in
its past short life (red cells only live about three
months). Hence the red cell dedifferentiates back
to an earlier stage. The “delta” condition in the
fracture site involves bone cells. So the red cell is
redifferentiated by the pumping to move forward
to the type of cell that makes cartilage. Then it
further redifferentiates yet again to the type of
cell that makes bone, and that cellular material is
deposited in the fracture site, healing it.
In simple language, that is precisely how
Becker’s bone-healing EM treatment works. The
point is, that process and its proven success already
proves the entire capability to treat and reverse
diseases and physical injury conditions by a peculiar
variation of nonlinear optical pumping, using the
“disease or disorder engine” as the input signal,
producing an amplified “anti-engine”, and this antiengine forcibly interacting upon any and all aspects
of the cells and the physical body to reverse the
situation and restore the body to health.
But the NIH was not interested, even though
the elements of this process had also been
resoundingly proven by the Prioré group in France,
in rigorous work funded by the French government.
Eventually the NIH just shipped the entire
package over to the DoD (to whom we had
already sent the package anyway) because the
package mentioned the Gulf War Syndrome and
“that was the purview of the DoD”. In short, the
NIH wasn’t interested in what Gulf War Syndrome
really was, or in curing it either. So unless it
involves drugs or some form of ionizing radiation
treatment or some such, our own NIH was not and
is not interested in a proven, demonstrated cure for
cancer and other dread diseases, accomplished in
France in the 1960s and early 70s, and already
rigorously reported in the French medical science
literature but resoundingly suppressed today.
For that matter, one can check the same U.S.
agencies for their understanding—or lack of it—of
the mechanism that induced the “Gulf War
Disease”, and one will find their understanding is
still almost zero. One can check their knowledge
of what induced the diseases and health changes
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at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow over so many
years, and one will find it is still zero.
The entire U.S. medical science community is still
using an archaic old seriously flawed classical
electromagnetics of the material luminiferous ether,
rather than the more modern higher group symmetry
electromagnetics of mass-free spacetime.
Consequently it is far more concerned with the
immune system’s responses which “physically kill the
bad guys”, or harsh drugs which “chemically kill the
bad guys”, rather than the cellular control system
responses which actually accomplish all healing within
the body after the “bad guys” are already dead.
The immune system and the drugs do not
actually “heal” anything—not even the immune
system’s own damaged cells. The fundamental
orientation of American medicine is on physically
attacking and killing the pathogens which transport the
disease engines, rather than on how the damaged body
regenerates its own cells and reverses its own disease
engine via use of higher group symmetry
electrodynamics. This strongly prejudices and
canalizes our own medical science development. It
also makes us extraordinarily vulnerable to the coming
mass casualty attacks in our cities and population
centers.
Indeed, the entire U.S. electrical engineering
community itself does not realize that it doesn’t even
know or apply what electrodynamics in massfree
space is. There is not a single electrical engineering
professor or text that calculates an actual E-field in
space, although all purport to do so. Instead, rigorously
they calculate the indicated point intensity of the
ongoing effect of interaction of the force-free E-field
in space with charged static matter. This ongoing
interaction generates the “force-field E” in that
charged matter while that interaction is ongoing.
Their own CEM/EE model never gets out of the
assumed charged matter and its force fields (those
ongoing interactions that are occurring) and the model
never expresses the force-free E-field in mass-free
space at all. In the face of such appalling scientific
ignorance for more than a century, it is little wonder
that our nation is so terribly behind in understanding
what can be done—and is being done—by the
terrorists with the primary (precursor) electrodynamics
in free space, before its interaction with matter. In
short, our analysts have not comprehended Soviet
energetics for a half century and they have no intention
of comprehending it now, even though it is being used
against us.
So we really do not have mass casualty treatment
capabilities that will be effective and that could be
developed. Our national agencies adamantly are not
going to develop the proven Prioré-type EM
treatment or really get to the bottom of Becker’s
anomalous EM bone fracture healing because
such would not be common old electrical
engineering. Our scientific leaders are not going to
demand the correction of that terribly flawed electrical
engineering model, which is our single greatest national
vulnerability and the one that is being capitalized upon
by coordinated terrorism and asymmetric warfare to
destroy us in within the next three years. We are
going to unnecessarily lose millions of American lives,
of many of our citizens who become casualties. Now
most of them will just get triage “Black” category 4
treatment—which is no treatment at all. Those future
wounded Americans would not have to die if such
EM countermeasures were intensely developed in
portable treatment machines and massively deployed.
We are describing a vast force amplifier for the
defending nation that has been targeted and very

seriously struck. But it is a force amplifier that our
own government community and scientific community
do not wish to even hear about.
Never mind the actual experimental proof of the
type methodology proposed, already in the hard French
medical literature, accomplished by the Prioré group in
the 1960s and early 1970s. The understanding of the
Prioré mechanism does not exist in NIH or in our
entire medical community, which—as far as medical
EM is concerned—has not yet gotten out of the
terribly flawed century-old electrical engineering with
its serious foundations errors.
29. IMPACT OF IMMUNE-SYSTEM SPREADING
If immune-system spreading is also simultaneously
applied by scalar interferometry to the targeted
populace receiving the BW strikes, then one must
multiply the expected casualty results from a spray
anthrax attack by a factor of three. This means that,
in the referenced U.S. Government study, instead of
one to three million casualties, one would have from
three to nine million casualties. That’s in one city
area, from one professional attack by a small 2-place
aircraft, with one person flying and one person
spraying, using a common little agricultural sprayer and
spraying out 100 kilograms of anthrax spores
distributed over the area.
Almost all of those three to nine million persons
contracting the disease and becoming casualties would
die. They have little chance even if treated, and their
automatic Black triage category 4 status will see to it.
In other words, with the possession of augmenting
weapons such as scalar interferometers in the hands
of the Yakuza, the terrorists have achieved a terrible
force amplifier capability that parallels the destruction
capabilities of a modern state’s ICBMs, strategic
bombers, nuclear subs, aircraft carriers, etc. All
without a single ICBM, strategic bomber, nuclear sub
or aircraft carrier.
So now one considers—say—three large U.S. city
areas hit just about simultaneously by effective anthrax
spray attacks, and one sees the grim picture very
probably in store for us. To be conservative, we
assume 1 million casualties in each city as the
“baseline” achieved by the spray attack pathogen
itself. Thus a total of 3 million casualties are obtained
in the three strikes. However, if immune system
spreading were also incorporated simultaneously, the
casualties in each city will reach, say, 3 million, almost
all of whom will die. That is a total of 9 million
American casualties in the three cities—and almost all
of those wounded will die. If, in addition to the
immune system spreading, some supporting scalar
interferometers are also inducing the same anthrax
disease pattern via EM BW, that’s perhaps 5 million
casualties in each city, for a total of 15 million
American casualties, almost all of whom will die. If
the intensity of the scalar interferometry disease
induction is further increased, that’s perhaps 18 million
or so total American casualties in those three city
areas—almost all of whom will die.
Here one directly sees the transition from the kind
of estimates our own analysts usually make for BW
agent attacks, to estimates that show the more
maximum risk of massive strategic destruction and
even knockout by the same “front line terrorist
troops”, due to the advent of the supporting scalar
interferometers, immune spreading, and EM BW.
All that would be caused by 6 men, three light 2place Cessna-type aircraft, 3 little agricultural sprayers
which can be purchased at any Home Depot or similar
store, and 300 kilograms of anthrax spores from Voz
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Island—and, in the 9, 15, and 18 million casualty
cases—some force amplification support from three
or more scalar interferometers.
In addition, the contamination of those large
built-up population areas will force additional harsh
spraying of decontamination agents, killing many
thousands more of our own populace. Note also
that the effectiveness of the decontamination
sprays [is] also seriously hampered if the scalar
interferometers continue their EM BW anthrax
induction. None of these kinds of “force
amplifier” effects are presently known or taken
into account by our analysts and our
intelligence agencies.
The real “action fact” that should be
concentrated upon by our medical science agencies
is that most of those casualties are going to wind
up as triage Black category 4 patients. Most are
not even going to be treated and so almost all of
them will die.
Also, we point out the “amplified disease antiengine” treatment approach is capable of rapidly
causing the reversal of the disease, even in those
who presently will sadly be assigned to triage Black
category 4. Now most of those will fall within
triage Red category 1. There is simply nothing else
out there that will produce such a dramatic savings
of human lives and perhaps the saving of our nation
itself.
30. IMPACT OF SMALLPOX RELEASE
It is almost inevitable that the terrorists also
obtained smallpox BW agents—so could anyone
who wanted it, who had guts and money. Reliable
information already confirms that the terrorists
obtained many BW agents, including smallpox. One
just went into the collapsed Soviet territories, to the
actual BW labs, and bought it at the time. Or one
got it from North Korea. Or one just hired very
desperate Russian smallpox BW scientists who
urgently needed to support their families. Or one
got it from Voz Island.
The collapsing Soviet state was unable to pay
salaries etc. to scientists and generals and soldiers for
protracted periods. In desperation to get money to
survive, extreme measures were taken by those
scientists and generals and soldiers. Anything there
that one wished to buy could be bought, including
even a nuclear submarine—see Lunev’s book for
that incident. Among other things, these “items that
were available” included supplies of smallpox agent,
and the Soviet BW smallpox specialists themselves.
Once smallpox is unleashed in any major city on
the planet, it will eventually kill almost one-third the
present human population. Quoting Garrett:
“If the smallpox virus were released
today, the majority of the world’s population
would be defenseless, and given the virus’ 30
percent kill rate, nearly two billion people
would die.”
Smallpox is almost certainly going to be released
against the U.S. populace. The Yakuza and other
terrorist organizations will see to it, with smallpox
toxin supplies almost certainly already inserted
in the U.S. and waiting.
As an intellectual exercise, we leave it to the
reader to ponder the impact of a few limited smallpox
releases in our cities combined with simultaneous wide
usage of the force amplifiers (immune system
spreading and EM BW smallpox induction) previously
discussed. The impact is not pleasant.
[End Part Five]
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‘Final Poll Verdict’:
FPJ Mourned By Masa
12/13/04—#1 (18-119)
MON., Dec. 13, 2004 8:45 A.M. YR 18, DAY 119
Manila, Philippines
RE: JUST WHEN YOU THINK THINGS WILL
“WORK OUT” FINE LIFE TOSSES ANOTHER
BOMB OR TWO—OR THREE OR CLUSTERS
OR EVEN NAPALM—DJE/D
RECOGNITION OF CONNIE HOLLOWAY
Just when you think you can handle whatever the
world hands you it appears you have to better handle
whatever “life” offers on your plateful of “handle
this”.
I am not handling Connie’s death nearly as well
as it is assumed by almost everyone near and far. She
served to the very best of her ability, got some very
nasty hits and frankly I am a failure as I ponder
“plans” while other things happened. I truly thought
we would be able to help her through her physical
problems but even the products for which she took
calls and kept the orders as they came—were lost to
us and that through no doing of her own. We live
with it! And, moreover, we keep right on moving
forward and postpone a few days the confronting of
the new problems of shifting, holding or losing that
which she had stored in her house. She and Gene had
two wonderful boys so we do not have to worry so
much about that.
She was expecting her departure and went
peacefully into the morning and we can rejoice that
pain was not her final test of endurance at the
departure gate.
Anyway, Connie, be at peace for you fulfilled your
purpose and we know not what is another’s
“contract”. We’ll all be running into you probably
sooner than later.
CLOSER TO MANILA!
FERNANDO POE
May we just get the worse news out of the way
and, again, take a deep breath or two, gulp and turn
the brains on after the 10-sec wait for the power to
come back on.
Fernando Poe is a name we asked you to
remember way up at the top of the list of important
players. Please do now recall. Poe (better known as
FPJ) was the opposition candidate (who actually won
the Presidential election here—but was thwarted by
GMA). He is a motion-picture star and the closest
friend to Erap Estrada, deposed and incarcerated on
truly NOW PROVEN false charges.
Well, undercurrents of “doing something” have
been swirling around like high tide currents in a flooded
river (or here, the flooded streets filled with mud and
debris). Yesterday Poe “had a stroke”! Is this real
or precipitated? Well now, we just can’t know that
one, can we? Only speculation can now enter the
game. He was in a critical coma and frankly I have

not had heart enough to yet check status this morning.
[FPJ passed away December 12, 2004. His death
was mourned by the entire nation. Please see the
article by Alejandro Lichauco appended to the end
of this update (“The Final Poll Verdict; What
Happens Now?”) for the impact of FPJ’s passing
on the nation.]
In the midst of the worst crises this nation has
confronted both in corruption, graft, perjury and outright
plunder, the leaders begin to be deaded. Mostly they
are just “shot” before they can further testify. Are
solutions to the massive problems closer or more
distant? It is really hard to see because there just
doesn’t seem to be any “further down” to sink.
I’ll say this much, however, if Poe had been given
his rightful seat his Vice President would have been
Lauren Legarda. Lauren would be President (acting)
TODAY. Interesting? Indeed! Legarda has done
more for this nation in forest preservation and
replanting than ANY ONE OTHER PERSON
AROUND.
She not only is KNOWN and
RECOGNIZED for that interest and actual hands-on
“doing” but with the current loss of over 1,800 people
and thousands of acres (hectares) of land to mudslides,
it is interesting to contemplate what would happen
here if justice and “right” had evolved.
The mountain sides are actually so damaged as to
be seen from satellites. Just as a side-observation the
rains and mud/debris ruined the tunnel that carries
water to Metro Manila from the reservoirs feeding
same. Water is expected to be dried up to this 13-14million person city by summer if they can’t get repairs
in time for more rain. Can it happen? Oh my
goodness yes. It is already short in supply and the
infrastructure is so bad as to have cut-offs constantly
and that doesn’t even mention the bad water that
smells so bad it is difficult to just drink it. We boil,
filter and silver all of ours while soaking clothes in oxiclean to treat the laundry because we only have use
of cold water which keeps the microbes and parasites
in comfort other than in distress.
I long for that luxurious life-style proposed by
several who comment on our position and existence;
most especially VK Durham.
Diseases are raging out of control and this very
day I intend to go to the pharmacy and get a couple
of “transfusion” sets to have on hand. Each impact
of respiratory hit is worse than the last and we are old
now and quite vulnerable to overwhelm. I feel I must
keep the ticker working long enough to keep the fingers
moving a while longer. This is while EJ must be able
to interchange with these people constantly.
SPEAKING OF THINGS “HERE”:
FDN AND OTHER BITS AND PIECES
Hey, the team is working on a full intervention
into the court mess of two or three hits on “da
Prince”.
Wow and oh my goodness—
“intervention”. This will do it, friends, is the
assumption. The FDN is in excellent standing and
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“should” simply legally, by court order, replace the
“administrator”.
The Board Meeting of Saturday had to be
postponed to Wed. morning this week so we should
be able to begin cleaning our own house a bit as we
hope to expect a quorum. We will take better
control after the first of the year after our Filipino
counterparts do their job (we hope and pray). At
any rate we have the steering wheel pretty much in
our control and we are also waiting for feedback
regarding “GAIA”. We know that it will work out
perfectly in proper sequence so no long faces on
that account.
Not only did GMA hire an absurd Peruvian
economist but is smiling about whatever she found out
about “us”, and now it seems our friend Eric San Juan
ALSO WENT TO PERU. He has not checked in as
to exactly “why” he made the “side-trip” from Chile
where he attended APEC and on to “check on” things
in Peru. We do not dig because ignorance in some
areas of ongoing events is better for everyone involved
and most especially us.
OTHER INTERESTING PARTIES—
CATCHING UP QUICKLY
We have long been acquainted here with a
couple of interesting men who are our age and like
us, are trying to get “something” done here while
family waits impatiently back home. They claim
that their families simply think them “crazy” and act
accordingly. One is the ship CAPTAIN from
Norway, we call him BJ. The other is Kurt, a
white businessman from South Africa.
They are coming up to speed as to knowledge
and are planning to go, as guests of the new
president there, to Indonesia right away soon.
They will take the GAIA program and are fully
expecting to accomplish something as to recognition,
personally. There is simply no way to insure any
third parties will perform. These men will also be
good backup, along with Tom Taylor of Philtec, for
membership and maintaining our persons on the
Board of Trustees when we need to make those
changes. We do not plan on being disadvantaged
by these end-runs by grabbers, again.
Keep up with the Public Notices because in
this world of fraud and fabrication we will publish
the good documents we find in the courts at every
opportunity. All the training we got with VK and
all that BS she shipped around has only given us full
experience in just about everything we encounter of
that nature here. It has also made us very wary of
everywhere else that touches us or any assaults on
any of our other connections. Experience truly IS
the best teacher as to cementing things into the
mind for use over and over again along this journey.
The International Community has now rated the
Philippines as having THE WORST corrupt Police
of anywhere. It goes downhill from there with the
Justice Department and whole judicial system, and
even the legislature.
What can we expect in court? We don’t really
know but we have the “goods” and it probably
won’t be to any advantage to play too much longer
with this FDN. After 30 years of “contempt” and
now hiding gold holdings in the Central Bank, we
feel we just may somehow get through those doors.
I am here to KNOW that God is certainly
stronger than His adversary. Therefore, I hang
tightly onto those “robe-tails”.
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Just when you need another avenue of getting
“inside” the network of possible helpers we observe
another possibility for potential “good things”.
As you know we have lived here a long time now
and are pretty much a known pair around this building.
One of the most important persons in Asia owns the
condo next door to us and we had rather hoped, since
he might want to lease it sometime (been empty for
several years) to be in a better position and could
acquire it to free up space for offices, etc. Well, it
didn’t happen—with ability or circumstances—BUT…
A construction crew started some months ago
tearing up and rebuilding that condo and we survived
the dust and racket and now it is pretty much finished.
I MEAN BEAUTIFUL! Yesterday we ran right into
the “sister” of the tenant who has had all the work
done FOR HER BROTHER. He (Charlie) is one of
the children of Danding Cojuangco who is Head of San
Miguel brewery, has the largest [brewery, presumably]
and is one of the most important persons in this whole
area and now branching off with successful mergers
all around Southeast Asia. He was going to run for
President but decided against it and was very wise to
do so. He will be ever so much more valuable “on our
side”. The new tenants, who have been living in the
U.S., are to move in tomorrow.
The “sister” said, if I got it right, that his wife had
died and they wanted to help him have a place to come
home to here. They supposedly have children and we
know nothing more while only occasionally running into
the contractors in the hallway, elevators, etc. This one,
however, I know is destined to play a far bigger role
in our lives and what a loving family. They already
have Christmas stuff around with about a 10-foot
wreath on the wall facing the entry. All of everything
in the place is NEW—even every last piece of
wonderful furniture. A dream come true for most
“movers” who are especially having to face some bad
hurts in addition.
In the same family there is another brother to
Danding, called Peping, and sister, former President
Cory Aquino. They OWN (well, not really “own”) a
place I mentioned last week called Hacienda Luisita,
which has just had a recent DISASTER to end them
all before the floods came. Farmers were abused and
they “struck” while military was called in and lots of
people got dead and the place is still in total lock-down.
It is a major sugar producing place and this is
devastation doubled.
Danding and San Miguel had planned to help dig
out the “troubles” of the place in exchange for
sugarcane for the brewery and, of course, a production
place for ethanol to help run the petrol supply a bit
longer. It is all lumped in with agrarian reform badly
handled from start to finish. With the uprising,
however, Danding was smart enough to dump the plan,
withdraw the proposals and it all sits in total limbo with
the workers now starving and people involved still
getting assassinated to shut them UP. Let’s see now,
where are those “robe-tails”? Ah yes indeed, dullness
is not among our daily routines.
Certainly we will see how things evolve but I told
“sister” that we had wanted to contact Danding for a
long while and we visited about it a bit and agreed to
just wait and see how it all unfolds. She was stunned
that we knew about everything and my own heart says
that this just may yet give “Charlie” and even “sister”
some place to play in this recovery potential for this
place. They are totally nationalistic and Filipino
oriented.

I don’t expect a thing before the holidays are over
and we can “evolve” a bit if it is appropriate so don’t
expect anything “tomorrow”, friends. I can’t take
“tomorrow” in this world of Filipino (well, World in
general) time delays to get ANYTHING done on a
timely basis.
I would believe though, for you who have helped
constantly and regularly, that I would like to offer a bit
of assurance regarding our potential position as to our
“project”, etc. I had just concerned into gut-strings on
the “what ifs” should we just not be able to make it
function soon enough to outlive the “father time”
routine. Then it comes forth that we are far enough
along that should, for instance, EJ run and hide on the
“other” side, I probably could not go on because I
should be running ahead of him in that race.
However, we are certainly far enough along now
that as to “payback” potential I could, for instance,
certainly “sell-off” a bit of the program for enough to
even the books and debts. It allows for a lot better
sleeping and perhaps helps you to sleep as well. As
an example, at some point along here we would be
able to sell our interests or a part thereof of just the
holdings in this FDN. I don’t want to further discuss
this here but know that I find it comforting to realize
we have come quite a long way down this road. We
have to have responsibility enough to meet the
commitments we feel are ours. We know we have the
RIGHT PROGRAM and all we need to back that
recognition is to observe the world, the dollar and that
old commodity, gold. The games are just about out of
[their] control.
As other things along the way which seem a bit
scattered and difficult to wrap into tight bundles
happen, we find that each solution, even to moving
personnel and offices, etc., we have better positions
and clearly better security.
We keep everything as private and tight as is
possible and continually enhance our security in
holdings. Make that “holdings” into “responsibilities”
as it fits far better. Circumstances seem to fall in
such a way as to cause us to be most careful and
attentive to what we do and how we proceed. We
are constantly reminded to be grateful, ESPECIALLY
for those “interesting” lessons as we find better and
better security and solutions from every encounter.
God always delivers the next person we need to know,
every time and never inappropriately out of its proper
time. We have learned to patiently accept that as
confirmation and it allows patience to be a bit more
easily accepted as well. We are not dealing with pie
in the sky or flapping windchimes, the facts are real.
Therefore, we WILL handle life as our plans are
shifted and sometimes bombed a bit. Certainly we
didn’t expect Satan to hand over his kingdom easily.
What could we otherwise expect? This is NOT the
so-called “kingdom of God”—this IS the human,
physically manifest “kingdom of illusion and games”.
God provides the solutions, the way—not the “doing”.
No, we can’t comprehend everyone’s position or
task for we can’t actually “comprehend in full” OUR
OWN. It is just so wonderful when the pieces fit the
puzzle and lock into place for one more inch forward.
I look out over this view of a tiny portion of this
place and realize the myriad UNIQUE circumstances,
people, birds, LIFE itself. I realize that ours are
UNIQUE and probably more unique than many others
around us. To each it is that their personal perception
and perspective is outside ours and therefore limited in
both consciousness and reality.
We choose every breath and I am reminded that
Connie, too, chose her last and not to take it.
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Sometimes those particular choices seem missing by
ongoing events—but it causes us to take stock in the
very act of making those choices and our services
rendered by our own relative to those of another. We
choose our service and our journey and that which we
do with either seems to be the bottom line for I am
continually reminded by Little Crow that this trail is
leading us all to the same place:
“You are of God and God is of you. The
existence of God is only possible by your existence.
The maximum power of God at any one time is in
direct ratio to the number who have accepted the
responsibility of living within this concept. There
was no beginning and there is no end. We (God)
have always been and will be forever.”
We are but souls having a human experience and
our experience will be however we choose to perceive
it to be. I, for one, intend to march right through until
we provide “the way” a bit more clearly defined and
available. It seems the only worthy alternative.
I will write again before Christmas, I’m sure, but
please know that we are with you in spirit along with
homesick and lonesome for all those things that come
and most especially this time of the cycle of year. We
simply need to “make it so”.
LIFE IS GOOD; GOD IS JUST; AND WE
HAVE CHOICES SO LET US CHOOSE WELL
THAT OUR DAYS MAY BE WORTHY AND WE
CAN HAVE LEFT SOMETHING BETTER FOR
HAVING WALKED THIS WAY.
DJE
We now turn to an article by Alejandro
Lichauco (thanks to The Daily Tribune), for some
perspective on the impact of FPJ’s passing.
[QUOTING:]
THE FINAL POLL VERDICT;
WHAT HAPPENS NOW?
The Daily Tribune, 12/23/04
By Alejandro Lichauco
If there’s any doubt as to who won the elections,
the funeral procession of FPJ settled that question
resoundingly, and the nation’s polling organizations
which were unanimous in their surveys that GMA
would win by a close margin, will have a hard time
explaining how their “scientific methodology” could
have possibly been so wide off the mark and so out
of touch with the realities.
It will probably take an entire generation for this
nation to see a repeat of the political phenomenon that
arose from FPJ’s passing, the mammoth outpouring of
grief which gave final proof he won the presidency
beyond a hint of a doubt—and that the incumbent sits
there illegally.
Which of course, takes us to the question: What
happens now?
This will depend on what happens to the mind and
will of GMA and to the collective mind and will of the
nation’s Armed Forces. For if GMA and the Armed
Forces fail to grasp the message of FPJ’s death, as
this piece sees it, and react accordingly, then they risk
bringing disaster to the nation as well as to themselves.
That massive outpouring of grief will eventually
convert itself into a massive outpouring of frustration
and rage that can only turn toward the direction of
Malacañang and its defenders, meaning, the AFP.
The overwhelming number of those who attended the
wake and made up the mammoth procession represents
the nation’s deprived and hungry who feel that their
last opportunity for a life freed from the squalor, the
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privation and despair into which they were born, had
been stolen from them by those either born to privilege
or who came to that privilege by plundering the
nation’s treasury.
There are, it seems to me, two main routes which
the rage could take.
One is the route that would reinstall Erap in the
presidency from which he was forcibly removed by a
conspiracy of the elite. That point was discussed in
the piece last week. With the passing of FPJ, who but
his bosom friend who had launched his presidential
candidacy could possibly substitute for him and
continue the fight he had waged? Both, furthermore,
have a grievance in common. From both was stolen
the presidency which they had earned.
Expect then a movement for the reinstallation of
Erap to emerge out of the grief, and if that movement
should be endorsed by FPJ’s widow whose popularity
and stature have been pushed into a quantum leap by
the dignity and firmness which she had displayed in her
bereavement, then GMA should know she is in a far
deeper trouble than Marcos was following Ninoy’s
assassination, and in far deeper trouble too than Erap
was when the call for resignation first emerged.
Should even a fraction of the mass that made up
the funeral procession does a display of people power
and attempt a storm at Malacañang, it’s difficult to
imagine the AFP sticking it out with GMA.
Not after witnessing the political phenomenon that
passed for a nation’s final goodbye to FPJ.
The other route which events could take is a
straight military takeover of Malacañang—a takeover
which would in effect preempt a people power for
Erap’s reinstallation.
What, for instance, could psychologically and
politically stand in the way of a military takeover this
weekend or inhibit a dominant faction in the AFP from
doing a Park Chung-hee or a Nasser, both of whom
staged a coup without being egged on to it by people
power.
All that matters now is that events have shown, in
a way far more effective and visual than poll surveys
can possibly convey that the incumbent in Malacañang
has lost all basis for remaining there and that if a
straight military takeover were to be mounted, any
protest—even in the name of democracy—would
amount to nothing louder than a reluctant whimper.
In brief, FPJ’s passing has opened the avenue for
a race to Malacañang between, on one hand, forces
who would want to see Erap reinstalled and, on the
other hand, forces who would want the entire political
system overhauled, which of course could come about
only through a revolutionary military movement of the
type installed by South Korea’s Park Chung-hee or by
that team of generals in Burma.
Whatever it is, one can’t help but sense a higher
and invisible intelligence working out its inscrutable
purpose, and for all we know none of the scenario
sketched by this piece would have any bearing on that
purpose.
No one, after all, expected FPJ passing away at
this time—much less experiencing a transforming
phenomenon that we haven’t experienced before nor
likely to experience again.
A lot of people in this country wouldn’t be the
same after FPJ’s passing, and perhaps that’s all that
matters to the Hand that summoned Da King, at this
particular moment of our history, and of our people’s
dark despair.
[END QUOTING]
So, what happens now? The purification
continues as the Phoenix is birthed. Stay tuned.
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The Sacred Hill Within:
Chapter 3: Spirit/Soul
12/20/04—#1 (18-126)
MON., Dec. 20, 2004 9:01 A.M. YR 18, DAY 126
Manila, Philippines
RE: THE SACRED HILL WITHIN, CHAP. 3—
SPIRIT/SOUL—GCH/D
“IT’S THAT WONDERFUL TIME OF THE YEAR”
Every “time” of the year is wonderful, depending
on your attitude and perspective/perception. It is a
time when “some” stop and ponder Spirit/Soul to some
extent between parties, shopping, starving, dying and
some even while “living”. You are NOT, however,
actually celebrating a “Jesus” birthday so quit lying to
yourselves.
It CANNOT be “Christ’s” birthday because the
concept of CHRIST has been present since the very
manifestation of the HEAVENS, not to even mention
the Planet you like to call Earth and which, by the
way, is incorrect for “earth” is simply indicative of
“terra firma” or “ground” as in earth.
Just about every “channel” has a different name
for Earth and of course it is recognized in the
“heavens” by number and we often refer to it as
Shan.
Aboriginal tribes often refer to it as basically “the
illusion” or “place of experience”. We of the heavens
“not” manifest but tripping around in your space are
most often called something referring to Birds of the
Cosmos or Thunderbirds, Phoenix Birds, Eagles or
whatever is the going definition of UNIDENTIFIED
FLYING OBJECTS of the moment in space and time
presentation.
“We” have no delineation of “worlds” for life
itself is but a sequence of events, which change
constantly, and incidents only MARK THE WAY.
Thousands-billions make passage every year, every
day, to continue a journey of which a short portion is
experienced in “segments” of expression in every
unique being of some physical container. You arrive
in your particular “space suit” and redo it continually
until you finally set it aside for another container of
some kind to house YOU. YOU are nothing other
than a spirit in a space suit having a human experience.
When you can remember that perhaps you will both
respect and attend your “suit” a bit better. Dharma,
for instance, could use a lot of repair on her oxygen
conversion-ventilation system. No big deal!
You all take special attention to where you are
going, who will find a place where and what will that
place be like? My goodness, the Priests of the
Churches and cults give you all sorts of BS (Bouldersquash) about what is out there somewhere. It is all
right there WITH YOU—no “out there” somewhere
to consider.
Do I remain popular? No, not very! I have a

tendency to come along, tell the truth and ruin the
adversary’s game almost every time. It is fine with
me for each has a choice in freedom of consideration.
After all, friends, you ARE that which you think! And
like it or not—all are going to the same place! You
have, in fact, BEEN THERE and will return there.
BUT, IT IS MANDATORY THAT YOU GET
SOME LESSONS ON THIS WHEEL OF
CLASSROOM
PLAYS—MOSTLY
OFF
BROADWAY.
Our love and relationship are as far apart or as
close as YOU choose as you form your own
conclusions about time, space and BEING.
All people travel about experiencing many things
as uniquely personal as the unique one-of-a-kind space
suit you wear. However, the FACTS remain the
same:
As we go along our way(s), sometimes separately
in our perception, we give constant wonder to the
questions regarding that which we know but have long
forgotten. You are ever so much the more vulnerable
in your negative ignorance for that is the state of
manifestation in human form and through which God’s
ADVERSARY can always best manipulate you to gain
your soul-spirit as long as you REMAIN IN HUMAN
FORMAT. The game changes when the “suit” is
changed but few realize it as an improvement if you
have learned little during your opportunity aboard this
good ship “life”. So be it.
“We come from the same place and to that
place we will return, but only after we have met our
commitments and responsibilities and not before.
We started together and together we will end. No
one will finish before the other, so let’s get off our
dead asses and get to work.”—LITTLE CROW
We will continue now with Chapter 3 of The
Sacred Hill Within for you are in a time of necessary
attention to these many fragmented thoughts and
feelings that sometimes overwhelm in the “pile-on”.
[QUOTING:]
CHAPTER 3: THE SACRED HILL WITHIN
Our soul, our spirit, is connected to each and
everything that exists. It is us and we are it. Since
everything is the same, only in a different form, there
is no way to separate ourselves from anything. We
cannot separate ourselves from the trees, the rocks,
the mountains, the grains of sand, the mist of the ocean
or the droppings of the birds and animals. There is no
way to separate ourselves from the seeds, the plants,
roots, stems, leaves, or the fruit. We cannot separate
ourselves from the garbage, the paper, the plastic, the
metal, the radiation. We are not separate from those
things which are disruptive or that kill us silently as we
breathe the air. We say “kill”, yet there is no death.
We are infinite. There is no beginning and no end, we
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simply have always been and will always be. The soul
and the spirit lives on. It goes out, moves along the
spirit road and comes back again at the time and place
of its choosing. It selects its parent or parents and the
time and circumstances in which it comes back again
at the time and place of its choosing. It selects its
parent or parents and the time and circumstances in
which it comes back, timing it in conjunction with the
constellations, choosing when it gives life to the fetus
carried within the female form, the vehicle by which
things arrive here on this earth. Our soul simply
rejuvenates to return again so it can continue to meet
its responsibility and accountability—that obligation
which allows us to do the things we need to do for
those generations that follow.
The next generation is made up of the children of
today’s young women who are growing up under the
influence of drugs and alcohol with the idea that they
must be beautiful and find some role to fulfill in the life
of another, often going into a life of servitude. That
is not the lesson they need to learn. Instead, we need
to share with them that all things are sacred, as their
spirit, their soul is sacred and that they are the living
representation of the sacred energy which created all
things. Everything is of the Creator. We come from
the same place and everything is one. In the
multiplicity of spirits who are reading this book, there
is only one spirit. That is Tunkashila, Wakan Tanka,
God, Allah, Buddha, whatever you wish to call it or
have it be and it is only one. It is that way above and
it is that way below. There is no other way, for that
is how it has been told and shown to us.
This time of year, the autumn, was when the
buffalo moved southward and we followed. The
buffalo here on earth is manifested as the power of
the sun and that manifestation is also in the
constellations. In the truths that were given to us, we
were told that if we were to honor the Creator we
would follow those things which were shown to us in
the stars. These lessons that we were given then are
the same lessons that sustain us today. As the buffalo
moves south, the sun moves south and we follow the
sun. We follow the power of God on earth in our
ceremonies and in our minds, as we have for centuries.
It is our soul, our spirit, it is God itself that is working
through us, for we represent that energy.
In a later chapter we will talk about the red and
blue days. The blue represents the sky and the red is
the earth. Our souls are embodied in the blue and red.
We are encircled by and combined with the sky and
the earth and we are one. What more could we
want? What more can anyone promise us? Some
abstract redemption that releases us of accountability
and responsibility? If that is what we want, it is easily
acquired. All we need to do is turn from the face of
the Creator. All we need to do is turn our back on
the lessons and instructions which we were given at
the beginning time and we can easily acquire those
things which are upon the black road.
The red road was laid out for us in the heavens.
We were placed here as a people by the Creator and
we have lived here ever since, watching the sky. As
the heavens move, we move, thus our movements are
designed by the movement of the universe itself. Our
ceremonies are directly connected and related to the
universe, as it is directly connected and related to

specific places on the earth. Those ceremonies were
given to us in the sky by the Creator with instructions
which, to this day, are followed and done in the proper
place and the proper time by the proper people. In our
ceremonies and rituals in the idea of our infinity and
our oneness with the Creator, we recognize and honor
these things and carry them on. Our Sacred Pipe is
a celestial Pipe that was shown to us in the sky and
at this time of year we move toward the Pipe
Ceremony in the constellations. We have been given
that Pipe to pray with as we watch the sky and we
are obligated to pray for all people and all things to
which we are connected. The Pipe is sacred and we
are part of that sacredness. The earth is red, the Pipe
is red, the people are red. It is a oneness. All things
that grow upon the earth are represented by the wood.
All things that fly and walk, the winged and four
legged, are represented. All things to which we are
connected and of which we are a part are represented
by us, the two legged. We honor and respect that
Pipe. It is not to be bought or sold and there is no
need or cause for anyone else to duplicate or replicate
those ceremonies or to use those objects in any way.
We remember the spirit and soul, as it has come
back many times and will return many times from this
point on. We remember for those who have gone on,
for those who we keep in our hearts, and for those
ideas which we hold dear. Having faith in our spirit
and soul alleviates the concern as to when or how we
will leave this earth. Rather, the issue is how much
can we do for all of our relations in the time that is
remaining to us. How much can we do for the
children who will come after us. How much can we
do for the sick, the ill, the dying and the infirm, for the
elders who are shut away, for those who are not
physically whole, for those who are repugnant, for
those we shun and push away, and for those who
have lost sight of their spirituality. As human beings,
we spend our lives reacting to other people when what
we need to do is remember who and what we are.
We are infinite, we are spiritual, we are connected,
we are related, we are accountable, and we are the
same. We need to remember the spirit and the soul,
to reflect upon when our lives began and take
accountability for that. We were the ones who made
the choice to return in this physical form, selecting a
parent or parents, and the time and circumstances by
which we would reenter.
We are all the same thing, only in a different
form. Humanity and creation are one and the same.
Animate, inanimate, still, frozen, hard, soft, liquid—all
the same. Good, bad, evil, dirt, trash, hawk, dove,
eagle, cow—all the same. You, like me, are one. You
are one as you sit, whoever you are. If you never
went to a church, if you never heard a sacred word,
you would still be holy and sacred, just as God is holy
and sacred. You are encouraged to remember that
God touches you every time you breathe. Every time
you breathe, God fills your body and flows through
you. What greater blessings, what greater sacredness
is there? Why spend time on the petty little things that
concern us about our lives? They mean nothing more
than that we are human beings with little faith.
The spirit, the soul, is as powerful as whatever we
perceive God to be. All we need to do is act in a way
that demonstrates our faith. To act is a decision
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which requires our responsibility. How we act isn’t
the result of the time or circumstance. It isn’t because
of a place or person. It is our responsibility. We are
accountable whether we believe in the higher power
or not. Even if we all believed that God dwells within,
we would still act differently than the person next to
us because we are an individual representation of God,
as complex and diverse as the pebbles that fall from
the mountain top and lay at its base or as the grains
of sand that are washed upon the beach in a far-off
land.
As I write this, we are moving toward that time
of the year when the sun, which is the coal, the fire,
moves toward the Pipe to ignite the tobacco in the sky.
We were given that way to follow. We were shown
that constellation and that star map and our holy men
and women interpret it as soul. We represent the one.
We are connected to what is above and what is
above is connected to what is below. It isn’t folklore,
it isn’t a folk tale, it is a fact. Evidence exists that it
is so. We follow the instruction of God, Tunkashila,
Wakan Tanka, the good holy energy we have followed
all of our days. We continue to look at the sky with
reverence and marvel at it as it moves. In it we see
our reflection and like a mirror, it is a constant reminder
of the duality of all things. What is above is below
and what is below is above. We move past the Bear
Lodge in the sky and the sun moves down the stem
towards the bowl of the Pipe to light it at the time of
the dry willow which is our tobacco. It is there on the
other side of Pleiades and it waits for the sun. We,
as children of creation following our instructions, will
also carry that out before the first Thunder Beings
speak to us in the spring. We have done so for
thousands of years as Dakota/Lakota people and we
will continue to do so.
Your soul, your spirit, is all that you desire. It
is all that you search for. It is the God within.
The next time you shoot up, hit someone, take a
drink, or think or say unkind words, remember that
you are representing the Creator, whatever you
believe it to be. Denying it will not change it.
Believing that God is outside of you in some far-off
place will not change it. Nothing can change the
responsibility and accountability of your soul and
spirit.
We are all the same, only in a different form. We
are all one and in that oneness, we need to recognize
that each and everything we do is never for ourselves
but always for all our relations.
[END QUOTING]
***
As we cycle through another “year” and begin to
re-count as in some meaningless series of months it
might serve you well to recognize the moment called
NOW for it is ALL THAT YOU ACTUALLY
HAVE IN WHICH TO EXPERIENCE. Even as the
moments tick away all becomes either a memory or
anticipation for the only EXPERIENCE there is can
only be held as in its passing. Do you treasure this
moment or do you simply pass on through it as if it
were a commodity forever at your chosen disposal?
No, it isn’t, for it changes with the passing into
memory. Anticipation is only a hoped for “future”
experience. You must LEARN from the past in order
to have full appreciation for that which hopefully
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comes after this moment of manifestation. Can you
handle it? All of you CAN “handle it” but most
WON’T.
You will struggle through the “holidays” in
whatever mood or notion strikes at any moment along
the passage. Moreover, I have full advice for you who
think to be forgotten or brought the wrong thing from
some Santa supposed to care for YOUR needs—
STOP IT.
If you want something and you can get it—GO
GET IT! Bless yourself, love yourself and stop
dumping your load onto another. That “other” is
struggling just as are you. Things are but that which
you could get for self—LOVE is something that
cannot be purchased or snatched—only GIVEN AND
RECEIVED.
Deck your halls with holly if you wish—but it
certainly looks as silly as spraying paint on trees to
look like snow in a place where holly doesn’t grow
and pretend games reflect another that has gained in
the “show off” game.
If you have cut a tree to decorate with gaudy
baubles, so be it—ENJOY IT. The least you can do
is honor the very tree you slew. And no, the food
you eat on your table will NOT feed the starving in
Africa or outback Australia. Stop the nonsense and
experience the JOY of TRUTH in REALITY.
And always keep uppermost in mind that the lies
people tell about you are none of your business. Rebut
them and MOVE ON. But yes indeed, do REBUT
them for you do not know how much your TRUTH
reflects upon another or when TRUTH actually turns
the tide of oncoming devastation. Telling truth in the
face of the lie is taking a stand against evil and it is
your responsibility (and OUR commitment) to always
confront the lies and prove up on the TRUTH as each
step presents itself. Life in a human expression must be
confronted and experienced in a human form. GOD
WILL SHOW YOU THE WAY—it is up to YOU to
experience it. Meanwhile, grow and “get a life”, for this
is how IT IS, traveler. We can move along together and
even carry a bit of the load greater than your own—but
ultimately your journey is YOURS ALONE!
Either way, we are but ONE and in that realization
of “mind” in “being” we can do whatever it is that
makes a better way and allows each of us to leave a
legacy of goodness along that path we tread. And
yes, actually, the lead dog has the most dreadful
responsibility but he also is the one who doesn’t have
another’s rear end to contemplate.
Life is a wondrous experience so why must you
make it Hell? Hell can find its own pathetic broken
dreams and visions. Why give yours away to such
dismay and misery?
Christ is born or slain every moment of any day.
How did YOU handle Christ today?
God wraps you in HIS feathered cloak and gives
you those wings with which to soar and if you use your
MIND you don’t even have to do much flapping.
In leaving, I remind you to give each one you
meet along your way a smile and I promise you that
you will get one back, even in the midst of hardship or
misery. It is the most expensive gift you can give—
and it costs you NOTHING.
GCH
dharma
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The Mystery Of Satan
& The Devil (Part Three)
In the prior installment in this series we read
how “Akki” is “what Christians know as Lucifer,
Satan or the Devil”. Unmentioned was “Anu”,
who was the leader of the Nefilim and thus you
might guess who or what are the Anunnaki. And
you might put this information together with this
issue’s cover story and have a better handle on
immediate developments in the world.
This week’s installment has been abbreviated
to allow additional space for the cover story.
Again we disclaim the blanket use of the term
“Jew” in this presentation because broadly applied
this label does not describe the alien race holding
lordship over the planet at this time. It is those
who are without conscience that hold the pursestrings and direct world affairs to the detriment of
mankind and the planet. The purpose of this piece
is to provide clues to the real identity of these
antichrist agents. We continue:
“SELLING OUT OUR HARD-WON FREEDOMS”
“The Constitution certainly never contemplated
that any of its terms should authorize the selling out of
our hard-won freedoms to a one-world aggregation,
which is even now 51-percent Communist by
population, and which is aiming to completely supplant
our sovereign system of constitutional republican
government, under which we have lived and prospered
for the past 164 years.
“This one-world government already partially set
up within the United Nations, is even now exercising
the following powers granted to the Federal
Government alone by the Constitution.
“The sole right of Congress to declare war, and
prosecute it to a speedy, and successful conclusion.
“The sole right of Congress to establish post
offices. The United Nations now has its own post
office, free from the supervision of the Federal
Government.
“The sole right of Congress to levy taxes upon all
American citizens. All employees of the United
Nations are free from Federal taxation.
“The sole right of Congress to coin money and
regulate the value thereof. This right was abrogated
to the Chief Executive in 1933 by Congress who
apparently never knew they were granting to him that
which had been delegated to them alone, as a sacred
trust, by the American people. It was nullified a
second time by the Bretton Woods monetary
agreement, without which the conception of the United
Nations could never have been brought to birth.
“The sole right of Congress to supervise
immigration. The United Nations may now admit, and
is admitting whomsoever it pleases, and there is
nothing we can do about it.
“The right of Congress to levy duty on imports.
All goods and material imported by the U.N. or its
employees come in duty-free.
“The right of the Chief Executive with his Cabinet,
by and with the consent of Congress, to direct and
regulate foreign affairs. This right has been more or

less completely usurped by the State Department,
which now acts conjointly with the United Nations, of
which it has become an integral part, in the
determination and direction of our foreign policies.
“The right of our soldiers to serve in wars solely
declared by the Congress, and only under our banner,
the Stars and Stripes, to be buried beneath its sacred
folds, and to be under the command of none but
American officers.
“The sole right of Congress to levy taxes upon the
American people. The United Nations levied a tax of
$19,000,000,000 annually upon the people of Canada,
the United States, Australia, New Zealand and the
nations of Western Europe this year (1951), our share
of which was the $8,000,000,000 appropriated by
Congress in October of this year.
“The right of the United States to remain master
of its own house. The Defense Production
Administration is given the first allotment of our
products, which is as it should be. Foreign allocations
of these goods receive the second preference, and
these are determined by our State Department, again
acting conjointly with the United Nations. Our national
economy receives the third share of it, if any. This is
the real cause of our tremendous shortages of steel,
copper, tin, zinc, rubber and other such materials, while
at the same time Belgium is shipping into this country
an abundance of steel from the Ruhr valley in
Germany, and selling it at twice the domestic price,
while she is receiving her steel from us as a gratuity
...
“U.N. PEACE MEANS CHAINS AND SLAVERY”
“They long for peace—with chains, and a security
nowhere possible except within the squalid confines of
a slave barricade or the grim, guarded walls of a
penitentiary. The closing words of Patrick Henry’s
immortal speech are much more sorely needed at this
fateful time than when they were uttered: ‘Is life so
dear, or peace so sweet as to be purchased at the
price of chains and slavery?’
“The time is indeed short to reverse our present
Roosevelt-Truman-Acheson brand of politics, and get
back as quickly and as thoroughly as we can to sound
constitutional government.”
Thus, and as the Devil, Artabanus II, was offering
Jesus Christ the very things He had in His hands, so
is Jewry’s current god Abdul Baraba Baha, offering
Israel the very things we have in our hands—Christian
American Republican Constitutional Government in
which we are free to worship God in spirit and in truth
in accordance with the blueprint drawn by Yahweh
Himself, Yahshua the Messiah. Yet, if traitorous
Members of Congress were to sell this Nation into
Jewry’s trap for “peace”, Jewry’s protocol No. 11
says: “... in no case shall we take any account of them
... Then in fear and trembling they will close their
eyes to everything, and be content to wait the end of
it all.” In protocol No. 23 they continue: “Then will
it be possible for us to say to the people of the world:
‘Give thanks to God (Prince Abdul Baraba Baha) and
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bow the knee before him who bears on his front the
seal of the predestination of man.’
Further proof that the Devil is tangible is given by
the Assyriologist, Prof. A. H. Sayce, in his book
Babylonian and Egyptian Life, in which he says:
“[T]he claimant of the sovereignty took the hand of
Bel, and then became the adopted son of the god.
Until this ceremony, however much he might be king
de facto he was not so de jure ... The legal title
could be given by Bel and by Bel only.”
Bel’s title was Marduk as a descendant of Cain
and Ishtar’s son Enoch whose Akkad name was
Marduk, and Cyrus, King of Persia, says in his
personal record now in the British Museum, Marduk
rode by the side of Cyrus when he entered Babylon,
and the people kissed the feet of Marduk to show their
respect to the “god”, who was just an ordinary looking
“Jew” with all his usual distinct appearance and
demeanor, supreme grand master of black magic.
II Esdras 4:36, 37 of the Apocrypha shows the
reason why the Bible does not directly name the
current Devils. Esdras says: “For He (God) hath
weighed the world in the balance, by measure hath He
measured the times, and by number hath numbered the
times; and He doth not move nor stir them, until the
said measures be fulfilled.”
Then Yahshua the Messiah assures us that is
correct, and when those measures are full Yahshua
says in Matt. 10:26: “Fear them (the Cainite Jews) not
therefore: for there is nothing covered, that shall not be
revealed; and hid, that shall not be known.”
Consequently, the sacred and secular records do
not directly name Bel, or the Devil, yet they do show
his title was Marduk and others, and the names of the
reigning kings of the Serpent race were his adopted
sons, because it was the law handed down from Cain
when he shook hands with the Devil, Azazel, the
Serpent in Gen. 3, after entering a partnership with
him to rule the world as his adopted son and to rule
enslaved man as a “god” who married the Devil’s
daughter Ishtar, and became the father of another
“god”, Marduk, to carry on the Royal line of the Devil
in which the life force in the bone marrow had been
rejuvenated by that of Cain.
In Jude 9, the Greek for the word “devil” is
diabolos. It holds for Matt. 4:1, 5, 8, 11; Luke 4:2,
3, 5, 6 and John 6:70. The latter Devil was Judas
Iscariot [refer to Journal #2, And They Called His
Name Immanuel: I Am Sanada, for the real
relationship between Immanuel and Judas Iscariot],
which graphically shows the Devil in the other
passages were tangible beings we know as Jews.
Jude says the Devil was attempting to get possession
of the dead body of Moses. According to the
personal genealogical record of Prince Abdul Baraha
Baha, the Devil in Jude 9 was the Cainite-AkkadAmalek-Idumean mongrel, Prince Butur. If he had
been merely an intangible Satan, then what use could
he have made with the dead body of Moses? None
whatever! Yet, because he was tangible, he could use
his black magic and give animation to the body for his
own advantage, the same as Prince Abdul Baraba
Baha is capable of doing. His power has been
observed by Mr. James C. Hollenbeck, who says in his
book, The Super Deceiver on the World Horizon”:
“In the case of the experience with the Prince, the
man in question had been dead for four days. He had
been declared dead by medical doctors. Like Lazarus,
decomposition had already set in. I saw the man
myself and his body was turning black, or the color of
death. Not only that, but the odor was enough to
convince anyone that he was surely dead. The Prince,

carrying out the same principles as Jesus did, stood
beside the corpse and said: ‘Musa, come forth.’ To
my utter amazement, the man did so ... The man
immediately showed signs of life. Within a minute or
two, he was standing on his feet. The color of death
had left the body and the man seemed normal in every
way. But here is a singular thing. As soon as the
man was restored to life, he gave every evidence of
confusion. He wept and implored in his own words to
be permitted to remain on the Earth again. His face
began to show signs of mental anguish, and he kept
repeating: ‘I DON’T WANT TO GO BACK, OH
DON’T SEND ME BACK TO THAT PLACE
AGAIN.’”
Now wait a minute! You people of Israel, don’t
get excited! Jesus Christ Himself in Matt. 24:24 and
Mark 13:22 says the Devil would even attempt to
seduce the very elect of Israel by performing feats of
black magic. Therefore, observe: God (Yahweh),
alone is capable of resurrecting the dead, because Life
is one of His Seven Spirits. The Devil is in no way
shape or form a part of God. Jesus Christ raised the
dead to vigorous life by making use of His complete
working knowledge of Mind over matter, and His
cognizance of the knowledge quality in atoms which
has its source in the Mind of God of whom Jesus
Christ was the manifestation on Earth.
Since time immemorial, Jewry’s Supreme Grand
Orient Freemasonic Lodge of B’nai B’rith was located
in Lhasa, Tibet in which is Lucifer’s library containing
text books giving instructions on incomplete knowledge
of God’s Cosmic Powers handed down from Lucifer
in the Garden of Eden before he committed suicide by
violating Divine Law. The working knowledge of that
limited Power is kept active by the Supreme Grand
Master of B’nai B’rith in Lhasa, and they
demonstrated their power during the rituals. [REAL
power is in creation, however, not mere
manipulation of what is.] Black magic is also used
in the ritual in B’nai B’rith in Christendom in order for
brilliant Jews to master that occult science and possibly
become a member of the Devil’s Cabinet when death
makes a vacancy. From the beginning, the Devil has
been an ordinary Jew supreme grand master of black
magic. The only difference between THE DEVIL
and a Jew junk dealer is, THE DEVIL has succeeded
in breaking the seal on black magic in the first
magnitude then murdered any other Jew in cognizance
of the power in order to be “god”.
The ability of Prince Abdul Baraba Baha to
apparently give life to the dead is his knowledge of Mind
over matter in which he can concentrate his thought
patterns in order to generate an electro-cosmic field of
oscillatory disequilibrium of sufficient strength and wave
length which reacts on the de-arranged atoms of the
dead body and temporarily adjusts them in the manner
they were in life, and the body takes on the appearance
of actual life. It is not alive, however. It is only a
vampire controlled by the Devil’s black magic, and the
body will collapse immediately after being removed
beyond the radius of the field generated by the diabolical
mind of Prince Abdul Baraba Baha, or he terminates the
field himself by concentrating his mind on something else.
Mr. Hollenbeck alludes to the face that he did not believe
the man was actually alive.
Correct use of God’s Cosmic Forces is known as
white magic. Erroneous use of it is black magic.
[There is no such thing as “magic”, there is only
mystery (that which is not yet known).] The
former was used in turn by Adam, Jacob, Moses,
Elijah, Christ and His apostles. Erroneous use of it is
what Gen. 3:22 refers to. In that verse God is talking
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to our Mother-spirit, Adam’s “wife”. That fact will
be demonstrated later on in this study, because it is a
subject in itself. In Gen. 3:22 God says to our
Mother-spirit: “Behold, the Adam (the man, as the
physical racial body of people) is become as one of us,
to know good and evil: and now, lest he put forth his
hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat and live
forever.”
Those emphasized words and their meaning are:
Put is shalach, cast. Forth, is me-al, off. Hand, is
yad, ministry. Take, is leqach, learning. Also, is aph,
even. Of, is el, concerning. Tree, is ets, Staff. Eat,
is akal, indeed.
That “tree” is the ankh as the sceptre of the high
priest of the Order of Melchizedek given by Yahweh
to the leader of the Adamic race in Gen. 3:21 when
He ordained him for that position. The coats of skin
in that verse were white lamb-skin tunics extending
from the shoulders to the feet in order to symbolize the
former brilliant spiritual illumination of the race as the
visible spirit of the race, the “woman” and the “Image
of God”. The word “clothed” in that verse is labash,
in Hebraic, and it is synonymous with peribollio
(clothed) in Rev. 10:1 and 12:1, meaning, arrayed in.
In the latter Yahshua and the same “woman”, as our
Mother-spirit, are arrayed in the atomical construction
of the microcosmical order of the material body of our
race.
Then, originally, Gen. 3:22 says after God arrayed
the Adam in white lamb-skin tunics and instructed
them concerning His plan to send the Christ-Son of
Righteousness into his House to make a new covenant
through which our race would be restored to the
former tangible spiritual condition we were before the
Serpent spiritually-sabotaged us in the Garden of Eden,
He told our Mother-spirit: “Behold, the Adam has
become as one of us, to know good and evil (knowing
Divine Law and how to use it erroneously): and now,
lest he cast off his ministry, and learning even
concerning the ankh (staff) of life, and indeed live
forever.”
Yahweh then isolated our Adamic progenitors out
in the Tarim Basin in Eastern Turkistan in order to get
out of the Garden (the four colored races), because if
Adam had let go of the Doctrine of Melchizedek
concerning the Messiah then became ambitious to
impersonate himself as the Messiah in order for
enslaved man to worship him, he could have used the
power of the ankh and indeed became immortal in a
body displaced 286.1022156 spiritual degrees from God
(Yahweh). We would have been a race of immortal
Devils, not the sons of God destined to be immortal
tangible spirit in direct communication with God and
spiritually and mentally-synchronized with Him after
the Kingdom is consummated in accordance with I
Cor. 15:51-56; Rev. 21.
[End Part Three]
Zechariah Sitchin’s new book, The Lost Book of
Enki, also makes for interesting and revealing
reading for those interested in advancing their
studies. Readers can obtain a copy of this book
through the resource listed below:
The Mystery of Satan & the Devil
[Revised Edition, Volume 2]
Retyped, Reformatted, Reprinted And
Edited With Notes Added, 1999
By: Clifton A. Emahiser’ s
Teaching Ministries
1012 N. Vine Street
Fostoria, Ohio 44830
Ph. (419) 435-2836
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U.S. Corporate Organizational Chart
Anyone involved in management of
an organization knows the benefit of a
clear organizational chart, which shows
the “lines of power” and makes it clear
as to who reports to whom. Any
guesses as to who reports and is
accountable to the Money Masters?
In this big bowl of alphabet soup,
the two men who really run this country
are the President and the Homeland
Security Secretary. Congress is set off
to the side with no connection to
anybody and the NSC seems to go
around in circles. How appropriate!
Bernard Kerik, former NY City Police
Commissioner and member of the Board
of Taser International (picture
at left), has withdrawn from
President Bush’s nomination
for Secretary of Homeland
Security, leaving outgoing Tom
Ridge (picture at right) with no
replacement for the moment.
Among the numerous observations
which can be made, note that there are
at least fourteen identified intelligence
agencies. Have you ever even heard of
ASD C3i, for instance? It’s a mouthful:
Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Command, Control, Communications
and Intelligence.
With all this intelligence, you really
have to wonder how it is that no one
seems to know the true nature of the
problem: At the root of every disease
you will find parasites. Get rid of the
parasites and the body can be restored
to full health in no time.
It is nice to know, however, that the
intelligence infrastructure is fully
capable of handling all the watching
necessary of those who would command
and control the country. The day will
come (“soon”) when this country’s
leaders will be held truly accountable
for that which they do in the name of
the people. (Kudos to those in the FBI
dealing with the AIPAC situation.)
This chart was published in
PROCEEDINGS, U.S. Naval Institute,
<www.navalinstitute.org>, although the
exact issue in which it was published is
not known. The copyright is to Dr. Jay
Jakub & the Monterey Institute of
International Studies 2001.
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World News Insights
In an article entitled, “Images of Earth-like Clouds on
Mars”, Robert Roy Britt reported for <Space.com> on 12/
14/04 the following statement by Cornell astronomer
Steven Squyres in response to a question as to whether or
not the Mars Rovers would still be at work in May:
Squyres answered, “The Rovers have a better chance of
being alive then than we do.” Hmmm…
In the December 15 issue we showed how ASEAN
recently welcomed both Russia and China. Although there
is a lack of space to cover it, China has been very busy
diplomatically on the African continent, too, striking up
economic deals. In this issue our focus will be South
America, the member nations of which seem most anxious
to join with the recently identified Russia-China-IndiaBrazil alliance. Argentina joined Malaysia in defying the
IMF prescription for enslavement when the Argentine
economy collapsed late in 2001. How did it turn out?
[QUOTING:]
ARGENTINA’S ECONOMIC RALLY DEFIES FORECASTS
New York Times, 12/26/04
By Larry Rohter
When the Argentine economy collapsed in December
2001, doomsday predictions abounded. Unless it adopted
orthodox economic policies and quickly cut a deal with its
foreign creditors, hyperinflation would surely follow, the
peso would become worthless, investment and foreign
reserves would vanish and any prospect of growth would
be strangled.
But three years after Argentina declared a record debt
default of more than $100 billion, the largest in history, the
apocalypse has not arrived. Instead, the economy has
grown by 8 percent for two consecutive years, exports
have zoomed, the currency is stable, investors are gradually
returning and unemployment has eased from record
highs—all without a debt settlement or the standard
measures required by the International Monetary Fund for
its approval.
Argentina’s recovery has been undeniable, and it has
been achieved at least in part by ignoring and even defying
economic and political orthodoxy. Rather than moving to
immediately satisfy bondholders, private banks and the
I.M.F., as other developing countries have done in less
severe crises, the Peronist-led government chose to
stimulate internal consumption first and told creditors to get
in line with everyone else.
“This is a remarkable historical event, one that
challenges 25 years of failed policies,” said Mark Weisbrot,
an economist at the Center for Economic and Policy
Research, a liberal research group in Washington. “While
other countries are just limping along, Argentina is
experiencing very healthy growth with no sign that it is
unsustainable, and they’ve done it without having to make
any concessions to get foreign capital inflows.”
The consequences of that decision can be seen in
government statistics and in stores, where consumers once
again were spending robustly before Christmas. More
than two million jobs have been created since the depths
of the crisis early in 2002, and according to official
figures, inflation-adjusted income has also bounced back,
returning almost to the level of the late 1990s. That is
when the crisis emerged, as Argentina sought to tighten its
belt according to IMF prescriptions, only to collapse into
the worst depression in its history, which also set off a
political crisis....
[END QUOTING]
In the November 17, 2004 issue we presented John
Perkins’ Confessions of an Economic Hitman, so readers
should already have a pretty good idea of what Venezuela’s
President Hugo Chavez had to stand up to when the
“jackals” went to work.

[QUOTING:]
CIA AND VENEZUELA
Znet, 12/12/04
By Mark Weisbrot
When it comes to Venezuela’s rocky diplomatic
relations with the United States, Venezuela’s President Hugo
Chavez is usually given the blame. His frequent
denunciations of U.S. “intervention” in Venezuela are taken
as indications that he is hostile to America.
But the evidence is mounting that Washington is the
party responsible for friction with our third largest oil
supplier. Last week the New York Times reported on
recently released CIA documents showing that our
government had advance knowledge of the military coup
that briefly overthrew Venezuela’s democratic government
on April 11-13 of 2002. The Bush Administration not only
failed to warn Venezuela of the coup, but actually
pretended that it wasn’t a coup at all.
“They lied about not knowing about coup threats
before April 11th, and ... they claimed that the coup was
a popular uprising when they knew that it was actually
being planned for weeks,” said U.S. Congressman Jose
Serrano of New York City today.
The documents (available at <venezuelafoia.info/CIA/
CIA-index.htm>) show clearly that the White House knew
that there were detailed plans for a coup in April, that these
plans included arresting the President, and that “to provoke
military action, the plotters might try to exploit unrest
stemming from opposition demonstrations”. That is
exactly what happened on April 11.
Yet on April 12, White House spokesman Ari Fleischer
gave the coup leaders’ version of events—that violence at
the demonstrations had led to Chavez’ “resignation” and
that the government was responsible for the violence. “The
results of these events are now that President Chavez has
resigned the presidency. Before resigning, he dismissed the
vice president and the cabinet, and a transitional civilian
government has been installed.”
This false version of events allowed the Bush
Administration to support the coup government, which
proceeded to abolish Venezuela’s constitution, General
Assembly, and Supreme Court. The Administration
reversed its support for the coup government the next day,
after being diplomatically isolated.
This deception indicates that the Bush Administration’s
support for the overthrow of Venezuelan democracy went
well beyond what has been previously reported.
In other words, the Bush Administration was not just
lying about what it knew, but actively joining the coup
leaders in their short-lived attempt to convince the media
and the world that a “transitional civilian government” had
legitimately seized power in order to defend the public from
alleged state violence. And all the while knowing that this
was false, and that the military coup was part of a plan
that they knew about in advance.
...President Chavez has told me that he wants normal
and good relations with the United States, something he has
repeated numerous times both publicly and privately. But
he also insists that Washington respect democracy in his
country.
That shouldn’t be too much to ask.
[END QUOTING]
The next two articles document support for Venezuela
from the Russia-China-India-Brazil alliance. First we see
Venezuela acquiring 50 state-of-the-art Mig-29 SMT
Fulcrums, designed to carry and fire the new 5,500 pound
Onyx missile that has replaced the older but still
unstoppable Sunburn. The Onyx can be fired from 200+
kilometers, travels at Mach 2.9 (2,100 mph) at an altitude
of 15 feet and can take out an aircraft carrier.
[QUOTING:]
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WASHINGTON TRIES TO FRUSTRATE RUSSOVENEZUELAN MILITARY ALLIANCE
Pravda, 12/14/04
By Hernan Etchaleco
During a visit to Moscow in late November,
Venezuela’s President Hugo Chavez announced his country
was planning to modernize its Armed Forces by replacing
old European/U.S. equipment with sophisticated hi-tech
Russian weaponry...
However, it became known later that the operation is
far more ambitious than expected. According to the
Brazilian newspaper O Estado de Sao Paulo, Chavez is
ready to buy up to 50 new Russian MIG-29SMT Fulcrum
combat aircrafts, 40 Mi-35 helicopters and 100,000 AK47 assault rifles in an operation estimated in $8 billion.
According to the Brazilian daily, the strengthening of
the Venezuelan army has created concern among top
Washington diplomats and its closest ally in South America,
the right-wing Colombian [U.S. narco-dollar-driven]
administration of President Alvaro Uribe...
Quoting sources at the U.S. intelligence services, O
Estado de Sao Paulo says Venezuela is also building a radar
network all along its border with equipment provided by
Ukraine and China. Despite earlier speculations, Brazil, the
southern neighbour of Venezuela is not concerned on these
developments. “We see the operation as an internal affair
of a friendly nation”, O Estado de Sao Paulo quoted
Brazil”s vice-President, Jose Alencar as saying.
...Colombia hosts the U.S. second largest embassy in
the world, only behind Washington’s diplomatic
representation in Baghdad. Since 2000, the United States
has provided Bogota with $3.3 billion in mostly military
assistance, and President Bush promised more when he
visited Colombia on Nov. 22. It is, indeed, Latin
America’s main [destination] of U.S. military aid....
[END QUOTING]
Joe Vialls (<www.joevialls.co.uk>) indicates that
Russia is giving four Mig-29 SMTs to Cuba to train the
Venezuelan pilots and points out that from Cuba these
aircraft equipped with Onyx missiles are fully capable of
interdicting all naval traffic to and from the Gulf of
Mexico, making for an effective stranglehold on U.S. oil
imports. It’s serious time.
Meanwhile, China is only too happy to assure itself of
Venezuela’s vast oil supply.
[QUOTING:]
VENEZUELA’S CHAVEZ ARRIVES IN CHINA
WITH EYE ON OIL DEALS
AFP, 12/23/04
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez arrived in Beijing
for an official visit that aims to bolster his country’s oil
deals with the Asian giant, state media and officials said.
During his five-day state visit, Chavez will meet with
Chinese leaders including President Hu Jintao to exchange
views on bilateral relations and international issues of
common concern, the Xinhua news agency said.
...[Chavez] was accompanied by Foreign Minister Ali
Rodriguez, the former energy minister and a former head
of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC).
...Chinese companies are also seeking to invest in oil
exploration and production “to satisfy, in large measure,
the new Chinese demand”, Rodriguez said.
In turn China can assist Venezuela in the fields of
telecommunications, food production and culture,
Rodriguez said.
“There is also the national strategic interest of
diversifying markets, without sacrificing any of our
(current) clients,” he added.
U.S. markets currently account for 85 percent of
Venezuela’s crude oil exports, making up 12 to 15 percent
of total U.S. consumption, according to White House
statistics.
Venezuela has had a tense relationship with Washington
since Chavez first took office in 1998. In August, Chavez
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won a referendum keeping in office until 2006....
CHINA, RUSSIA WILL HOLD FIRST WAR GAMES
AP, 12/13/04
[END QUOTING]
By Joe McDonald
President Arroyo of the Philippines just hired on a
Peruvian economist who seems to know very little about
China and Russia will hold their first joint military
economics but quite a bit about Bonus 3392-181. Perhaps
emboldened by Mr. Chavez, Alejandro Toledo, the exercise next year, the Chinese government said Monday,
President of Peru, has recently gotten cozy with Russia. as President Hu Jintao called for an expansion of the
rapidly growing alliance between the former Cold War
[QUOTING:]
rivals.
PRESIDENT OF PERU TO SIGN MILITARY
The announcement came during a visit to Beijing by
COOPERATION AGREEMENT WITH RUSSIA
Russian Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov, who was
RIA Novosti, 12/22/04
expected to discuss expanding the Kremlin’s multibillionBy Mikhail Belyat
dollar annual arms sales to China.
The exercises are to take place on Chinese territory,
President Alejandro Toledo of Peru stated the intention the official China News Service said. But that report and
to sign an agreement on cooperation in the military sphere other government statements didn’t say when they would
worth $125 million with the Russian Federation.
take place or what forces would be involved.
The agreement will concern modernization, repair and
“We want ... to promote the development of the two
servicing of the aircraft and helicopters in service in the countries’ strategic collaborative relationship in order to
Peruvian Air Force. Priority will be given to that part of safeguard and promote regional and world peace,” CNS
the Air Force which is used in the struggle against the quoted Hu as telling Ivanov.
Beijing and Moscow have built up military and political
consequences of natural calamities and in emergency
ties since the Soviet collapse in 1991, driven in part by joint
situations.
“The talks on the agreement will be held without desire to counterbalance U.S. global dominance.
They are partners of the six-nation Shanghai
intermediaries, directly with the representatives of the
Russian government, and will be absolutely transparent,” Cooperation Organization, formed to combat what they
the President of Peru noted....
consider the common threat of Islamic extremism and
[END QUOTING]
separatism. The other members are the former Soviet
Meanwhile, Russia and China continue to strengthen republics of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
their combined military capability.
Tajikistan.....
[QUOTING:]
[END QUOTING]
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The U.S. is the only remaining superpower? Don’t bet
on it because this is definitely a bi-polar world.
To wrap things up, a sudden but “routine” visit to
Moscow by a delegation from the World Bank suggests
the banksters are indeed scurrying behind the scenes.
Something tells us Russia doesn’t need a Peruvian
economist to figure out what is really going on.
[QUOTING:]
WORLD BANK MISSION ARRIVES IN MOSCOW
RIA Novosti, 12/25/04
A mission of the World Bank treasurers will arrive in
Moscow on Saturday to stay till Monday, the World
Bank’s press service told RIA Novosti.
The treasurers are to hold a number of routine
meetings in Moscow, in particular, with top officials of the
Finance Ministry, the Bank of Russia and the Federal
Service for Financial Markets, the press service noted.
Head of the World Bank’s branch in Moscow
Kristalina Georgiyeva earlier reported about the routine visit
of the mission. According to her, the visit will focus on
the new procedures to reduce Russia’s expenditures on
handling World Bank credits, mechanisms of term
borrowings and ruble bonds of the World Bank.
This issue is on the agenda of the routine meetings
and it will be discussed, Ms. Georgiyeva said giving no
more details.
[END QUOTING]
Happy New Year? 2005 promises to be truly
“interesting times”.
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NEVADA CORPORATIONS:

Phoenix Source Online:

Respect Your Corporation
And Others Will Have To

www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
- all published Phoenix Journals
- CONTACT back-issues

Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #14:
Maintaining Separation Between the Corporation and Yourself
When properly handled, a corporation is a legal “person”, separate, distinct and totally apart from you.
The key to keeping things that way is to ensure that the corporation is indeed properly treated. The
quickest way to lose the protection afforded by your corporate shelter is for you to treat it with disrespect.
One simple thing that many people fail to do on a regular basis—and which can tear down the walls
of separation between themselves and a corporation—occurs when they sign documents in behalf of
their “brainless child” (corporation). All it takes to do things right is to follow the signature with an
indication that you are acting as an agent or officer of the corporation rather than in a personal capacity.
If you are acting as a particular officer, as the vice president, for example—follow your signature with,
“, Vice President” or “, VP”. In cases where you would rather not disclose any particular position
held within the corporation you may sign as “John Doe, Agent”, which simply means that you are acting
as an agent for the corporation and NOT in a personal capacity.
The above advice applies to ALL situations where you might sign for the corporation, including checks,
of course, but also when signing such mundane things as invoices for goods received or services
performed. And it certainly applies to any kind of agreement—a lease, purchase or rental agreement,
for instance—as well as corporate resolutions. After a while you will find that you do this automatically
and thus automatically uphold the fundamental protective insulation of your separateness from the
corporate entity.
Failure to adhere to this basic corporate formality “could” allow a prospective litigant to assert that the
corporation is nothing more than a “straw man” and that it actually functions only as your “alter ego”.
We have put the word “could” in parentheses because in Nevada there actually exists only one case in
the last quarter-century where a prospective litigant managed to “pierce the corporate veil” and cause
liability to be assessed against the corporation’s owner/manager—and that was a case of outright and
unabashed fraud. It’s great to have that measure of protection but you can easily bolster it by
developing the good habit of following your signature with a title.
The next essential step in maintaining separation between the corporation and yourself is to always
document key decisions made for the corporation in the form of corporate resolutions. If you do not
know how to construct a resolution, give us a call and we will be pleased to help out. Menawhile, if all
you do is put a simple memo into the “resolutions” section of your corporate records, you will have taken
a MAJOR step toward maintaining your Nevada corporation’s uneqaled liability protection.
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